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Abstract
Atomic Relativistic Many-body calculations, combined with the Complex Scaling Method, are
performed. Finite numerical basis sets, eigenstates to suitable single-particle Hamiltonian, are
used to solve the many-body equations and obtain accurate energy levels in the lithium- and
beryllium-like ions. Comparison with the Storage-Ring experiments shows generally good
agreement. Field ionization effects are considered as a possible cause for the discrepancy
between theory and experiment, observed in beryllium’s recombination rate coefficient
spectra, close to the second ionization limit.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Narrow terrestrial views refer to plasma* as of fourth state of matter, but plasma science
unites a variety of disciplines, from atomic, molecular and astro physics to some aspects of
chemistry and material science. The plasma physics operates with large diversity: from cold
weakly- to hot highly-ionized gases, treated with or without a collisional formalism. As a result,
we witness a wide range of plasma applications: from sterilization of medical products, plasma
display panels, pulsed power switches, light sources, diamond film deposition, ion beam
sources, MHD converters to investigation of the interrelationship between the solar wind,
planetary magnetospheres, and aurora. Broadening our previous perception of the cosmic
space as of a quiescent vacuum, we believe that most of its volume is filled with, ionized gases
that strive to neutralize.
The behavior and usefulness of the natural or man-made plasma, depends on interactions
among its electrically neutral and charged constituents. For example, ever since the first
classified research started in the mid 1940’s, the main focus of nuclear physics researchers is
to control fusion reactions. The unavoidable presence of high-Z impurities [1] disrupt a
magnetically confined fusion plasma due to the effects on spatial distribution of particles and
plasma current profiles [2], and through the ion spectral line radiation losses. On the other
hand, to control sputtering rate of impurities from a reactor’s wall into a fusion plasma or to
restrain heat flux onto the reactor’s divertor strike plates, the presence of high-Z impurities as
radiative ‘‘coolants’’ turned out to be crucial [3].
Whatever effects impurities might have on the fusion plasma behavior, high costs and
complexity of experiments urged for the ability to accurately model the distribution of
ionization states in the plasma using numerical simulations. The effectiveness of those
simulations depends heavily on quality of various types of input data and our understanding of
the basic atomic processes that govern microscopic plasma properties. Among the most
important are auto-ionization, collisional and radiative ionization balanced by radiative decay
and recombination processes, generally taking place in non-equilibrium conditions such as
those in low-density high-temperature astrophysical and laboratory plasmas. The excitation
processes predominantly occur through collisions of ground-state ions with electrons having a
Maxwellian-like velocity distribution. Proper relevant plasma parameters (such as electron
number density and temperature distribution, abundances of neutrals and ions) can be
obtained only with the state-of-the-art calculations benchmarked with the reliable
experiments.
Turning now more specifically to electron-ion recombination in low-density plasmas, it is
found that this important process dominantly occurs through two coupled channels: directly via
*

Plasma (Greek):”something molded or formed”
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the electron continuum and via resonances embedded to it. Recombination through the nonresonant continuum is referred as radiative recombination (RR) and recombination involving
the auto-ionizing resonances as dielectronic recombination (DR). It is interesting to recall after
sixty years, what Massey and Bates [4] concluded in their first addressing of DR:
“In order that an electron should recombine with an O+ ion to reform an O atom in
the normal or an excited state, the surplus energy of the electron must be got rid of
in some way. If the pressure is so low that no third body is likely to be sufficiently
close to receive the energy, only two modes of energy disposal are possible. Either
it is directly radiated or else is communicated to a second electron in the O+ ion,
raising it to an excited orbital. In the latter case, the state in which the incident and
second electron are both in excited orbitals is not stable and can either revert to the
initial condition by re-emission of an electron or, by emission of radiation, undergo
a transition to a stable state of the neutral atom, leading thus to recombination. This
process is the inverse of that known as auto-ionization, and its contribution cannot
be ignored. Since it depends on interaction between two electrons we refer to it
henceforward as dielectronic recombination.”
Since then, DR has been extensively studied and an excellent introduction and survey of early
literature can be found in the review articles of Seaton and Storey [5] and Bell and Seaton [6].
Extensive reviews dealing with applications of DR in astrophysics have been reported by Dubau
and Volonté, see Ref.[7] and by Roszman, see Ref.[8]. It was customary in early theoretical
models to separately analyze those two recombination channels, and the first unified
treatment of radiative and dielectronic recombination was reported by Alber et al [9].
In the remaining part of this introduction a brief summary of possible outcomes of an
electron-ion collision will be presented. Some widely adopted abbreviations will be set and
used in the rest of this thesis.

1.1 Some relevant atomic processes in electron-ion recombination
As a free electron passes within the proximity of the positive ion

A
Z

X ( q ) + (here assumed to be

in the ground state γ0), attractive Coulomb force alters the electron’s trajectory and in order to
conserve the energy, photons must be created. This energy, released in the form of photons,
is called Bremstrahlung* and depends solely upon the degree to which the electron's trajectory
has been changed.
Depending on the remaining amount of its kinetic energy ( ε e ) and momentum (

e

) in the

rest frame of the target ion, the incoming electron might not be able to leave the interaction
zone, and will eventually become captured. The capture itself can be twofold, see Eq.(1.1) and
Figure 1: (i) non-resonant, id est possible for all values of ε e , where the incoming electron is
transferred directly into a vacant bound state ( γ 0 : n '' '' ) along with simultaneous emission of
photon a ω '' ; this channel is commonly called “radiative recombination”; (ii) resonant
radiationless electron capture (RC) resulting in an doubly excited auto-ionizing ( γ i : n ) state,
where γ i stands for any single electron inner-core excitation; if the doubly excited state
stabilizes itself through radiative decay (RD), we say that dielectronic recombination has been
accomplished.

*

Bremstrahlung (German):"Decelerating Radiation"
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Some relevant atomic processes in electron-ion recombination

(γ 0 : n0 L 0 )

Figure 1 Energy level diagram of a fictive, (q-1) times ionized atom X with nucleus charge Z and atomic number A. Singly excited
states (γ0:nL) are shown together with two series of doubly excited states (γ1:nL) and (γ2:nL) respectively, converging towards
corresponding ionization limits (IL). It is assumed that before recombination ion residues in its ground state, here denoted as
(γ0:n0L0).
On the time-reversed scale, the intermediate doubly excited state may experience Auger
decay (AD), id est the emission of one Auger electron takes place. The system usually goes
back to the initial energy state and the entire process, known as auto-ionization [10],
contributes to elastic resonant scattering (RS). Auto-ionization is governed by the following
+
selection rules: (i) the auto-ionizing state ZA X ((γq1−:1)
n ) and the final state including the free electron
( ZA X ((γq0) +) + e ) must have the same parity and total angular-momentum quantum number J; (ii) if
Russell-Saunders coupling scheme is valid, in addition quantum numbers L and S have to be
conserved [11].
RC

A
Z

AD:RS,RE

e(ε e ,

e

X ((γqi−:1)n +)

) + ZA X ((γq0) +)

RD
PA

A
Z

X ((γq0−,1)γ i+: n ' ') + ω '
(1.1)

RR
PI

A
Z

X ((γq0−:1)n +'' '') + ω ''

If the auto-ionizing state (like ZA X ((γq2−:1)n +) ) has more than one continuum to interact with, the
system may after Auger decay end up in a bound state ( γ 1 ), instead of the ground state γ 0 .
Consequently, the formed excited state will decay radiatively and the whole event of electronion scattering looks like resonant excitation (RE). If the plasma is optically thick, photoabsorption (PA) and photo-ionization may take place, but this experimental condition will
however not be considered in this thesis. Calculations of recombination cross section based on
Introduction
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Eq.(1.1) and performed in this thesis, assume no collisional transitions or any of numerous
external field effects after the electron has been captured.

1.2 Recombination of lithium-like ions
In order to fully understand the resonant nature of DR, one might consider the information
found in Figure 1 (redrawn after Ref.[7]) useful, illustrating fictive schematic energy level
diagram formed during electron-ion recombination. Incoming mono-energetic electron (with
the kinetic energy ε e relative to the rest frame of the target ion in the ground state ZA X ((γq0) +) ) is
depicted with the green colored arrow matching the energy of one of the doubly excited
states ZA X ((γq2−:1)n +) . Energy conservation rule requires that the binding energy Eb released in the
capture together with kinetic energy of incident electron ε e must equal the energy needed for
the inner-core excitation (that is E (γ i ) − E (γ 0 ) ):

ε e = E (γ 1,2 : n j ) − E (γ 0 ) = E (γ 1,2 ) − E (γ 0 ) + Eb (n j )
Due to the quantization of ∆Ei ≡ E (γ i ) − E (γ 0 ) and Eb (n

j

(1.2)

) , ε e is also quantized giving DR its

resonant nature – an infinite convergent series of resonances can be found at relative energies
satisfying Eq.(1.2). In reality, the electrons are hardly mono-energetic, but always have some
kind of velocity and energy distribution. As an example, consider the Maxwell-Boltzmann
energy distribution function, illustrated in Figure 2, and given by:

f (ε e , Te ) =

ε e / k BT
Γ(3/ 2) k BT

e

−

εe
k B Te

(1.3)

It generally predicts that in the local thermodynamic equilibrium electrons will most probably
have the kinetic energy equal to kBTe , where the temperature Te is just a convenient parameter
describing the amount of energy spread at the given ε e .

Figure 2 Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution (1.3) illustrating the shape of the intersection curve with Te = 400 K plane.

When one refers to the low temperature DR, it is implicitly assumed that kBTe

max ∆Ei for

plasmas where recombination takes place. The inner-core excitation in the resonant capture of
the continuum electron will likely involve one electron transition in the target ion within the
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same n -shell, since ∆n ≥ 1 transitions require larger energy transfers. In the case of the lithiumlike ions, the following replacements hold: γ 0 → 1s 2 2 s1/ 2 , γ 1,2 → 1s 2 2 p1/ 2,3/ 2 , and if we choose
sodium as an example, see Figure 3, then ( X → Na , Z = 11 , A = 23 , q = 8 ) relation(1.2) becomes

ε e = E (1s 2 2 p1/ 2,3 / 2 ) − E (1s 2 2s1/ 2 ) − Eb (n j )

(1.4)

E b( n L j )

∆E1,2

8+

Na (1s2 2p )
7+

Aaion

e-

d

Na (1s2 2p

1/2,3/2

Aa
RR

8+

DR

εe

∆E1,2

1/2,3/2

r

Ad

hω

7+

1/2,3/2

n'L ' )
Es

Eion

Field cut

Na (1s2 2L

Γa

Ed

Na (1s2 2s)

s

nL j )

7+

Na (1s2 2s2)
Figure 3 Recombination of the lithium-like sodium ions, initially found in the ground state. Field cut is the experimental lowering of
the first ionization limit.

For the doubly-excited state, indicated in Figure 3, embedded in the electron continuum with
the auto-ionization life-time of 1/ Γ a , and positioned relatively far ( Epos = Ed − Eion
Γa )
from Na 8 + (1s 2 2 s1/ 2 ) threshold, the contribution of RR is negligible. The only recombination channel
that is on disposal to continuum electrons is DR path. If the doubly excited state do not
overlap with the other neighboring states of the same symmetry, its contribution to the cross
section for recombination to the arbitrary bound state Ψ s , with the energy Es , can be well
characterized by a Lorentz profile

σ d (ε e ) =

Sd

π ( Ed − Eion

Γa / 2
− ε e ) 2 + (Γ a / 2) 2

(1.5)

Here Sd denotes the recombination strength for the doubly excited state Ψ d , with the
energy Ed , and represents the integrated cross section

Sd = ∫ σ d (ε e ) d ε e =

π2

3

gd
a
⋅ Aion
→ d ⋅ Bd
2me ( Ed − Eion ) gion
Epos

(1.6)

DR rate

The initial ground state of the target ions Na 8+ (1s 2 2 s1/ 2 ) has the multiplicity g ion = 2 , while the
a
intermediate doubly excited state has multiplicity gd . The electron capture rate Aion
→d may be

equal to the auto-ionization rate Aa , if Ψ d can auto-ionize only to the ground state of the
Introduction
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target ion. The probability of state Ψ d to decay radiatively to the arbitrary bound state Ψ s , is
given by Adr →s , and the branching ratio Bd

Bd

∑A
=
A +∑A

r
d→s

s

a

s

(1.7)

r
d→s

is the total probability of state Ψ d to decay radiatively and complete the process of DR. The
radiative transition rate from the doubly-excited Ψ d

to a bound Ψ s

state, in the dipole

approximation has the form

Adr →s = g1
d

e2

4
(ω / c)3 Ψ sJ s M s r Ψ dJd M d
M d M s 4πε 0 3

∑

2

(1.8)

As (1.6) and (1.7) show, the strength strongly depends on the slowest type of decay, which is
in the case of light to medium heavy elements almost always the radiative decay (exceptions
may occur for highly asymmetric doubly-excited states).
For the doubly-excited states positioned relatively close ( Epos ∼ Γ a ) to the threshold, the
contribution of RR is substantial. The Lorentzian description (1.5) of the partial contribution to
the cross section is strongly modified by the vicinity of threshold, and isolated resonance
approach is not valid. Instead RR and DR should be treated in a unified way, and one way of
doing it is using the methods of photo-ionization calculations.
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Chapter 2
Background Atomic Theory
The purpose of this Chapter is to introduce the basic results of Dirac’s relativistic theory, since
for accurate calculations of highly charged ions it is necessary to discard the Schrödinger
equation. The relativistic, electron correlation and quantum electrodynamics (QED) effects are
thus only shortly discussed; extensive approaches to this subject can be found in any
relativistic quantum mechanics text book, see for example Greiner [12].

2.1 The Dirac Hamiltonian
The Dirac Hamiltonian of the hydrogenic atom has the form

hD = cα ⋅1p + me c 2 β + Vnuc (r ) 1

(2.1)

where Vnuc (r ) = − Z / r is the nuclear attraction (Coulomb potential) operator, with the nucleus
modeled as a point or some realistic finite-size charge distribution, me is the electron’s rest
mass, and c is the light velocity in the vacuum. Standard Dirac matrices are

  0 1   0 −i   1 0  
0 σ 
1 0
 β =
 σ = 
, 
, 

0
 0 −1 
  1 0   i 0   0 −1 

α =
σ

(2.2)

with σ as standard vector composed of the three Pauli matrices; 1 and 0 are 2 × 2 unit and
zero matrices respectively. The radial-angular separated eigenfunction of the Dirac Hamiltonian
(2.1) has the form:

1  f n j (r ) χκ ,m (θ , ϕ ) 
Ψ n jm (r ) ≡ n j = 

r  ig n ′j (r ) χ −κ ,m (θ ,ϕ ) 
where χκ ,m ≡ Ω j m and χ −κ ,m ≡ Ω j

′m

κ = −2( j − )( j + 1/ 2)

j = ± 1/ 2
+ ′=2j

(2.3)

are two-component angular momentum eigenspinors satisfying

the relations:

κˆ = + σ L
Ω j=

±1/ 2,

, m (θ , ϕ ) =

ˆ ±κ , m (θ ,ϕ ) = ∓κ χ ±κ ,m (θ ,ϕ )
κχ

(2.4)

±

2 + 1 

(2.5)

1

± m + 1/ 2 Y m −1/ 2 (θ ,ϕ ) 

∓ m + 1/ 2 Y m +1/ 2 (θ ,ϕ ) 

Usually, the largest contributions to the positive energy (electronic) solutions are coming from
the first two components of (2.3), and a much smaller contribution from the second two.
Consequently, the upper half of Dirac’s spinors (2.3) is known as the large component, and the
lower half is known as small component. For positronic solutions, the opposite holds. The
coupled differential equations for the radial large f n j (r ) and small g n ′j (r ) components are

Dragan Nikolié
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c


d κ
−c  − 
 dr r 


  f (r ) 
 f n j (r ) 
 n j
=ε

 g (r ) 
 d κ
2  n ′j
 g n ′j (r ) 
(
)
2
V
r
m
c
+
−

e

 nuc
 dr r 


Vnuc (r )

(2.6)

where the total energy is taken to be E = ε + me c 2 , and the normalization condition has a form:
∞

∫( f

2

(r ) + g 2 ( r ) ) dr = 1

(2.7)

0

Solutions to the system of radial equations (2.6) in the field free case ( Vnuc (r ) → 0 ), have a
continuous energy spectrum with a gap between −2me c 2 and 0 . Positive continuous eigenvalue
spectrum ε > 0 corresponds to free electron solutions, while for ε < −2me c 2 positron continuum
states occur. In the background field of a Coulomb potential, the solutions that tends to vanish
at the origin and at the infinity, exist only for certain discrete energy values ( −2me c 2 < ε < 0 ).
Quite often the calculations generally involve the evaluation of the one- and two-body matrix
elements between the single-particle spinors (2.3). For example, the expectation value of the
hydrogenic Dirac Hamiltonian (2.1), has the one-body matrix form
∞


 d κ
n1 j1 hD − me c 2 n2 j2 = ∫ dr  −2me c 2 g1 (r ) g 2 (r ) + cg1 (r )  +  f 2 ( r ) −
 dr r 

0
d κ
− cf1 (r )  −
 dr r



 g 2 ( r ) + ( f1 ( r ) f 2 (r ) + g1 (r ) g 2 (r ) )Vnuc (r )  δ j1 j2



(2.8)

In the case of a system with more than one electron, the anti-symmetric two-particle states

A {n1 j1 n2 j2 } J =

1
 n1 j1 n2 j2 J + (−1) j1 + j2 + J +1 n2 j2 n1 j1 J
2(1 + δ n1n2 )

 ,

(2.9)

are frequently used to evaluate the two-body, anti-symmetric matrix elements of r12−1 (appearing
in the electron-electron interaction):

A {n1 j1 n2 j2 } J r12−1 A {n3 j3 n4 j4 } J =

1
 n1 j1 n2 j2 J r12−1 n3 j3 n4 j4 J +
(1 + δ n1n2 )(1 + δ n3n4 ) 
(2.10)

+ (−1) j3 + j4 − J +1 n1 j1 n2 j2 J r12−1 n4 j4 n3 j3 J 
With the use of standard expansion of r12−1 into spherical waves [23, page 39]
max

r12−1 = ∑
=0

r<
C (1) ⋅ C (2) ,
r> +1

(2.11)

C being the spherical tensor of rank , one finds that
max

n1 j1 n2 j2 J r12−1 n2 j2 n1 j1 J = ∑ C1,2,3,4 R1,2,3,4 ,

(2.12)

=0

j3  j4
j2   j3
 j
C1,2,3,4 = ( −1) j1 + j3 + J [ j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 ]−1/ 2  1


 1/ 2 0 −1/ 2 1/ 2 0 −1/ 2   j2
∞∞

R1,2,3,4
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j4
j1

r
= ∫ ∫ dr1dr2 <+1 [ f1 ( r1 ) f 3 (r1 ) + g1 (r1 ) g3 ( r1 ) ][ f 2 (r2 ) f 4 (r2 ) + g 2 (r2 ) g 4 (r2 ) ]
r>
0 0

J



(2.13)
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2.2 No-virtual-pair approximation
The conventional procedure of extending the non-relativistic many-body methods to the
relativistic domain, directly adding Coulomb repulsion to the independent-particle Dirac
equation (2.1), raises the problem of the negative energy continuum states [13]:
“… It was proposed to get over this difficulty, making use of Pauli’s Exclusion
Principle which does not allow more than one electron in any state, by saying that in
the physical world almost all the negative-energy states are already occupied, so
that our ordinary electrons of positive energy cannot fall into them. The question
then arises to the physical interpretation of the negative–energy states, which on this
view really exist. We should expect the uniformly filled distribution of negative–
energy states to be completely unobservable to us, but an unoccupied one of these
states, being something exceptional, should make its presence felt as a kind of hole.
It was shown that one of these holes would appear to us as a particle with a positive
energy and a positive charge and it was suggested that this particle should be
identified with a proton. Subsequent investigations, however, have shown that this
particle necessarily has the same mass as an electron and also that, if it collides with
an electron, the two will have a chance of annihilating one another much too great
to be consistent with the known stability of matter. It thus appears that we must
abandon the identification of the holes with protons and must find some other
interpretation for them. Following Oppenheimer, we can assume that in the world as
we know it, all, and not merely nearly all, of the negative–energy states for
electrons are occupied. A hole, if there were one, would be a new kind of particle,
unknown to experimental physics, having the same mass and opposite charge to an
electron. We may call such a particle an anti–electron. We should not expect to find
any of them in nature, on account of their rapid rate of recombination with
electrons, but if they could be produced experimentally in high vacuum they would
be quite stable and amenable to observation. An encounter between two hard γ –
rays (of energy at least half a million volts) could lead to the creation
simultaneously of an electron and anti-electron, the probability of occurrence of this
process being of the same order of magnitude as that of the collision of the two γ –
rays on the assumption that they are spheres of the same size as classical electrons.
This probability is negligible, however, with the intensities of γ –rays at present
available.”

This model of occupied negative-energy states, also forbids the nonradiative scenario where
two initially positive energy electrons share available energy in the way that one of them, by
lowering the other’s into the negative-energy continuum, increases its positive energy (“Auger
effect”). On the other hand Dirac’s theory allows virtual excitations from the negative energy
states (electron-positron pair creation) as an effect of α 3 Ry [14].
The most commonly used approximation in the atomic structure calculations, is that the
vacuum is empty - it contains no virtual pairs. One way to achieve this is the use of projection
operators, constructed from eigenfunctions belonging to the positive-energy branch of DiracFock spectrum. By wrapping the electrostatic electron-electron interaction r12−1 with projection
operators, negative-energy states are projected out completely and, the no-virtual-pair
approximation is introduced.

2.3 Breit interaction
The inclusion of electrostatic interaction (A.16) between the electrons was straight forward in
the non-relativistic treatment of a many-electron system. However, for a relativistic description
of electron-electron repulsion, the classical instantaneous Coulomb interaction is deficient.
Beside the fact that it is non-covariant, it neglects the magnetic properties of the electron
coming from the spin. Additionally, retardation effects should be expected to appear since the
speed of light is finite in a relativistic model. The covariant interaction in Coulomb gauge
however, has for its leading term exactly the classical instantaneous Coulomb interaction that
Background Atomic Theory
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has to be modified in order to obtain higher approximations. These modifications are derived
from field theory (QED) as perturbation series with order parameter being the fine-structure
constant α .
To account for retardation effects [15] and magnetic interactions [16] in the Coulomb gauge,

Breit reported that the operator
Bij = −

(α (i ) ⋅ rij )(α ( j ) ⋅ rij )
1 
 α (i ) ⋅ α ( j ) +
rij2
2rij 






(2.14)

should be added to the instantaneous Coulomb repulsion in the two-body operator (A.1),

gij =

e2
4πε 0

(r

−1
ij

+ Bij )

(2.15)

This correction, correct to order α 2 Ry , is the most common form of the electron-electron
interaction in atomic calculations, but alternative forms exist, see e.g. Sucher [18] and
Lindgren [17]. It accounts for the leading effects of transverse photon exchange in QED and
remediate (to first order) the lack of covariance that Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian posses [18].
For an excellent review on Breit interaction, with nice historical introduction, see [19]. A
detailed prescription how to put Coulomb and Breit interactions on the same footing in the selfconsistent Dirac-Fock-Breit procedure and Relativistic Many-Body Perturbation Theory, can be
found in Lindroth et al [20].

2.4 Mass polarization
An additional correction to equation (2.1), exists for atoms with more than one electron. For
simplicity, consider a non-relativistic Hamiltonian for an N -electron atomic system with a finite
nuclear mass M . In the center-of-mass coordinate system, it can be written as (atomic units
implies, but in order to avoid misunderstanding, the electron’s rest mass me = 1 is included
explicitly) [21]

H

N

=

1 N 2 1
∑ pi + M
2 µ i =1

N

∑ pi p j +
i< j

e2  N Z N 1 
 −∑ + ∑

4πε 0  i =1 ri i < j | ri −r j | 

(2.16)

where µ is the reduced mass ( µ = Mme /( M + me ) ). Equation (2.16) differs, to start with, from
the Hamiltonian for an infinitely heavy nucleus in that the kinetic energy term in (2.16)
contains µ instead of the electron mass me . The positive energy shift (arising from the use of
reduced mass µ in place of me ) is called the normal mass shift. The next difference is a second
term on the right-hand side of (2.16), which refers to the correlation in the motion between
the electrons and compromises the specific mass shift or mass polarization. This effect arises
due to disposition of the center-of-mass from the nucleus position. It is described by the twoparticle operator and treated as a perturbation. Its contribution to the level energy is obtained
with first-order perturbation theory as

∆Emp = (1/ M ) ⋅ ∑ pi p j

(2.17)

i< j

where, the angular brackets in the right side of (2.17) denote an expectation value over the
zero-order wave function, and its sign depends on the electronic state.
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2.5 Radiative corrections
The hydrogenic states with the same n and j quantum numbers, but different
quantum
numbers, ought to be degenerate, according to Dirac’s theory. The famous 1947 experiment
by W. E. Lamb and R. C. Retherford, used microwave technique to determine the splitting
between the 2 2 S1/ 2 and 2 2 P1/ 2 states in hydrogen. They showed that the 2 2 S1/ 2 state had slightly
higher energy by an amount (Lamb shift) now known to be 1057.864 MHz .
The effect is explained by the QED theory, and the Lamb shift today commonly refers to the
radiative QED effects that appear first in order Z 4α 3 n −3 Ry . In the QED theory, the electromagnetic field itself is quantized, with non-zero energy of its ground state. The field instead
undergoes vacuum fluctuations (creating electron-positron pairs or virtual photons seemingly
out of nothing) that interact with the charged particles. Any discussion of the calculation is
beyond the scope of this thesis, but in a rather simplified way we can view it as follows.
The two dominant contributions to the Lamb shift, (i) the electron’s self energy and (ii)
vacuum polarization, are schematically presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Illustration of two dominant QED effects beyond the RMBPT used in this work.

The self energy of a free electron, if seen as uniformly charged sphere of classical electron’s
radius, is of order me c 2 . The self energy is commonly regarded as energy needed to assemble
an electron due to the interaction with its own radiation field (a virtual photon is emitted then
reabsorbed). This energy may change when electron is in a bound state (due to different
intermediate states), in the way similar as to increase the electron’s mass. That change
(renormalization of the electron’s mass) should be accounted for in energy level calculations.

Vacuum polarization is the descriptive term of the short-range modifications of the
Coulomb’s law. A charged particle will polarize the vacuum in a way analogous to the way a
dielectric is polarized, effectively reducing its charge. Namely, a virtual electron-positron pair
in the vacuum will be affected by the presence of a charged particle. If it is an electron, the
positron will be attracted and the virtual electron repelled, causing a net polarization of the
Background Atomic Theory
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vacuum which screens the electron's charge. At very short distances from the electron, the
bare charge is seen, while at long distances effective charge is reduced due to screening. The
vacuum-polarization correction for an electron in a nuclear Coulomb field, is accounted for by
adding Uehling correction [22] to the Coulomb potential. It is interesting to note that the finestructure “constant” α (as the measure of the strength of the electromagnetic force, that
governs how electrically charged elementary particles and radiation field interact) will vary a
bit with distance and therefore with energy.
The nuclear size corrections also contribute to the original Lamb shift, since due to it, a small
difference in energy arises between 2 2 S1/ 2 and 2 2 P1/ 2 hydrogen states. This correction will be
further analyzed in Section 3.5.
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Chapter 3
Many-body Theory
In this chapter, the basis for the many-body perturbation procedure used in this thesis is
outlined. More detailed and well documented material can be found in the book of Lindgren and
Morrison [23].

3.1 Time-independent Many-Body Perturbation Theory
Assume that the N -electron Hamiltonian H

N

can be conveniently divided into an unperturbed

part H 0 (consists of a sum of single-electron Hamiltonians h0 with a known spectrum of eigenstates φ ), and a perturbative part V :

H

N

= H0 + V ,

N

H 0 = ∑ h0 (i )

(3.1)

h0 (i )φi = ε iφi .

i =1

(3.2)

The spectrum of H 0 consists of Slater determinants formed from anti-symmetrical combinations
of single-electron eigenstates, that is:
(0)

H0 α

α

(0)

= Eα(0) α

(0)

,

(3.3)
N

= A {φi (1)φ j (2)...φq ( N )}

Eα(0) = ∑ ε i ,

(3.4)

i =1

and the eigenvalues of H 0 are the sums of single-electron eigenvalues of the orbitals forming
the corresponding determinant α

(0)

. We are interested in solving the full eigenproblem

H

N

α = Eα α ,

(3.5)

by its reduction to the eigenproblem of an effective Hamiltonian H

H

eff
N

α

(0)

= Eα α

(0)

eff
N

:

,

where for each target function α exists a model function α

(3.6)
(0)

. To accomplish that task, the

complete space of the eigenstates of H 0 is divided into a model space P and the corresponding
orthogonal space Q , each defined by means of its projection operators

P=∑ α
α ∈P

The model functions α

(0)

(0) (0)

α

Q=∑ β

(0) (0)

β

P + Q ≡1.

(3.7)

β ∉P

are the projections of the exact solutions of (3.5), that is

Dragan Nikolié
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Pα =∑ γ

γ α =∑ γ

(0) (0)

γ ∈P

(0)

δ γ ,α = α

γ ∈P

(0)

,

(3.8)

where intermediate normalization,
(0)

γ α = δ γ ,α

(3.9)

is assumed. It follows that exact solutions of (3.5) can be decomposed as

α = ( P + Q) α = α

(0)

+Q α .

(3.10)

Therefore, the problem is reduced to the finding of a series expansion of the part Q α , with
use of the wave operator Ω that switches on the perturbation V , and thus transforming the
unperturbed functions into the exact ones

Ωα

(0)

=α .

(3.11)

The intermediate normalization (3.9), can be then expressed as PΩP = P . The wave operator
can be expressed as an order-by-order expansion

Ω = 1 + χ = 1 + Ω(1) + Ω (2) + ... ,

(3.12)

where Ω( n ) includes n interactions with the perturbation V . The correlation operator χ , has the
needed property to project the exact wavefunctions onto the orthogonal space, when acting
upon model wavefunctions, that is

χα

(0)

=Q α .

(3.13)

In order to find the expression for the wave operator (which is the same for all model space
states and thus has to be energy independent), the starting point is the eigenproblem (3.5) :

( Eα − H 0 ) α

=V α .

(3.14)

Operating from the left by ΩP , noting that P commutes with H 0 , and combining obtained result
with (3.1),(3.11) and (3.12) one can obtain generalized Bloch equation:

[Ω, H 0 ] P = QV ΩP − χ PV ΩP ,

(3.15)

and use it for obtaining a perturbative order-by-order expansion for the wave operator
n −1

 Ω( n ) , H 0  P = QV Ω( n −1) P − ∑ Ω( n − m ) PV Ω( m −1) P

Ω(0) = 1

n = 1, 2,...

(3.16)

m =1

This system of equations for wave operator can be converted into matrix form, and assuming
that α

(0)

,γ

(0)

,..., ∈P and β

(0)

(0)

,δ

(0)

(0)

β Ω

(2)

α

(0)

=∑
δ ∈Q

(0)

(E

,..., ∈ Q , the first two orders are:

β Ω

βV δ
(0)

α

(1)

α

(0)(0)

(0)

(0)

=

βV α

eff
N

,

Eα(0) − Eβ(0)

δV α

(0)

− Eβ(0) )( Eα(0) − Eδ(0) )

Construction of effective Hamiltonian H

(0)

−∑
γ ∈P

(0)

(E

(3.17)

βV γ
(0)

γ

(0)(0)

γ Vα

(0)

− Eβ(0) )( Eα(0) − Eβ(0) )

.

(3.18)

also starts by applying P from the left on the eigen-

problem (3.5), and using (3.11) one can get (3.6), with V eff as an effective perturbation:

H

eff
N

= PH N ΩP = PH 0 P + PV ΩP .

(3.19)

V eff
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The matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian between the states in model space are
(0)

γ H

eff
N

(0)

α

=

(0)

γ H0 α

(0)

+

(0)

γ V eff α

(0)

+

(0)

= Eα(0)δ γ ,α +

(0)

γ VΩ α

(0)

Eγ ,α

= Eα(0)δ γ ,α +

(0)

γ Vα

(0)

γ V Ω(1) α

Eγ(1),α
(2)
γ ,α

=

∑

(0)

E

(3)
γ ,α

E

=

∑

(0)

(0) (0)

γ V β

β Ω

(1)

γ V β

β Ω

α

(0)

β ∈Q

α

(0)

−∑

(0)

∑

=

(0)(0)

γ V β

(E

β ∈Q
η ∈P

(0)

η

βVη

(0)(0)

γ V Ω(2) α

=

∑

(0)

ηV α

(0) (0)

γ V β

βVα

(0)(0)

γ V β

(E

(0)

α

(0)

+ ....

(3.20)

(0)

,

Eα(0) − Eβ(0)

β ,δ ∈Q
(0)

(0)

Eγ(3)
,α

β ∈Q

(2)

+

Eγ(2)
,α

β ∈Q

(0) (0)

(0)

βV δ

(0)(0)

δV α

− Eβ(0) )( Eα(0) − Eδ(0) )

(0)

(3.21)
(0)

(3.22)

− Eβ(0) )( Eα(0) − Eβ(0) )

To summarize, we first calculate all matrix elements of the wave operator to the desired
order, and then evaluate and diagonalize the effective Hamiltonian matrix (3.20) obtaining the
exact energy spectrum and mixing coefficients for the model functions, which tell us to what
extent each model state contributes to the given energy. It is obvious, from the energy
denominators in (3.20), that all closely lying unperturbed states (quasi-degenerate in energy)
have to be completely included in the model space, or excluded from. In order to avoid the
convergence problems it is thus necessary to extend the model space, to contain all relevant
quasi-degenerate states that are strongly coupled.
The full eigenfunctions α , if desired, may be obtained by the use of definition (3.11),
expansion (3.12) and matrix elements (3.17) and (3.18):

α

(1)

=Ω

α

(1)

(0)

=

∑
β

β

(0) (0)

β Ω

(1)

α

(0)

=

∈Q

α

(2)

= Ω(2) α

(0)

=

∑
β

β

∑
β

∈Q

(0) (0)

β Ω(2) α

(0)

=

(0)

βV γ

(0)

βV α

(0)

Eα − Eβ
(0)

(0)

β

(0)

(3.23)

∈Q

∑
β δ

, ∈Q

(0)

(E

βV δ
(0)

α

(0)(0)

δV α

(0)

− Eβ(0) )( Eα(0) − Eδ(0) )

β

(0)

−∑

β ∈Q
γ ∈P

(E

(0)

γ

(0)(0)

γ Vα

(0)

− Eβ(0) )( Eα(0) − Eβ(0) )

β

(0)

(3.24)

With this order-by-order approach for the open-shell systems, it is hardly manageable to go
beyond the third-order energies, and when higher orders of electron correlation are of main
interest, this method is unsuitable.

3.2 Second quantization
Instead of working with an order-by-order expansion, the second quantization procedure
enables the use of a many-body decomposition of any quantum-mechanical operator F , only
in terms of electron creation a † and annihilation a operators [23, Ch.11]:

F = const. + ∑ ai† f ji a j +
zero-body

F0

Many-body Theory

ij

one-body

F1

1
1
ijk
ai† a †j f klij al ak + ∑ ai† a †j ak† f nml
al am an + .... ,
∑
2! ijkl
3! ijkl
two-body

F2

(3.25)

three-body

F3
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Second quantization
where the many-body excitation amplitudes f are in the Furry representation [24] given by

f ji = i F1 j = ∫ φi† (r1 ) F1 φ j (r1 ) d 3 r1
f klij = ij F2 kl = ∫∫ φ †j ( r2 )φi† (r1 ) F2 φk (r1 )φl (r2 ) d 3 r1d 3 r2

(3.26)

ijk
flmn
= ijk F3 lmn = ∫∫∫ φk† (r3 )φ †j (r2 )φi† (r1 ) F3 φl (r1 )φm (r2 )φn (r3 ) d 3 r1d 3 r2 d 3 r3

The single-electron functions φi (r ) are solutions of the one-particle eigenproblem (3.2) for the
single-electron Hamiltonian h0 in the field of the nucleus and possibly other electrons. However,
the true two-body matrix elements are usually obtained with anti-symmetric wavefunctions,
that is f klij in (3.25) should be replaced with f klij − f lkij .
The detailed procedure for second-quantization of one- and two-body operators in terms of
the normal ordered creation and annihilation operators is found in [23]. The electron creation
and annihilation operators are said to be in normal order only if all creation operators appear
to the left of the annihilation operators. A decomposition of the N -electron Hamiltonian into
zero-, single- and double-excitations, using a normal ordered second quantization, may be
found in Appendix A.
In the following, the Wick’s theorem [25] will be defined. To do so, we have to consider an
ordinary time-ordered product ab , along with the normal-ordered product {ab} of any two
operators a and b . Those two products differ by quantity ab , known as contraction

ab = ab − {ab} ,

(3.27)

and in the case of the creation and annihilation operators, one gets

ai† a j = ai† a †j = ai a j = 0

ai a †j = δ ij .

(3.28)

If Â denotes the time-ordered product of any number of a † and a operators, the Wick’s theorem
states that Â can be written as a sum of the normal-ordered product { Aˆ } and normal-ordered
terms obtained by making all possible non-vanishing single, double, etc. contractions within Â .
The building block for diagrammatic MBPT is the Wick’s theorem in following form:

ˆ ˆ = { AB
ˆ ˆ } + { AB
ˆ ˆ} ,
AB

(3.29)

with Â and B̂ being operators in the normal form. The order-by-order expansion (3.12) of the
waveoperator Ω , can be transformed into normal-ordered products [23, Ch.12] by means of
the second-quantization and Wick’s theorem (3.29), with each product described as a diagram;
diagrammatic expansion of the many-body wavefunction is then derived from (3.11). The
energy diagrams are obtained with closing the wavefunction diagram by perturbation and in
the open-shell systems the only free diagrammatic lines are the valence lines. Such an
expansion, give a rise to the unlinked diagrams (containing one or several disconnected, closed
parts with the initial and final states belonging to the model space). If the model space is a
complete (that is, contains all possible configurations that can be formed from the valence
electrons), all unlinked diagrams are canceled in the perturbation expansion according to the
linked-diagram expansion theorem. Thus, only a linked part of generalized Bloch equation (3.15)
has to be considered [23]:

[Ω, H 0 ] = ( QV Ω − χ PV Ω )linked ,

(3.30)

with an order-by-order decomposition (3.16) reading
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n −1


 Ω( n ) , H 0  =  QV Ω( n −1) − ∑ Ω ( n − m ) PV Ω ( m −1) 
.
m =1

linked

(3.31)

In principle, with use of (3.31) most of the electrons correlation can be treated iteratively, to
all orders of perturbation theory.

3.3 The coupled-cluster approach
An alternative to the order-by-order decomposition (3.31), is transformation of the Bloch
equation (3.30) into the second-quantization form, along with the separation (3.25) of the
wave operator Ω into n -body effects

Ω ≡ P + χ = P + Ω1 + Ω 2 + Ω3 + .... .

(3.32)

Consequently, the Bloch equation in the linked-diagram form (3.30), is decomposed into the
set of coupled equations [23, Ch.15], each describing different cluster orders n = 1, 2,3.... :

[Ωn , H 0 ] = ( QV Ω − χW )n,linked

Wn = P (V Ω )n , closed

(3.33)

where W represents effective interaction with electrostatic part having zero-, single- and twobody parts as found in Eqs.(A.18)-(A.20). The set of equations (3.33) has to be solved
iteratively, with the most important component n = 2 corresponding to the pair correlation.
One-body component n = 1 can be also very important in the open-shell systems. If the onebody component is incorporated in the single-electron orbitals φi (r ) , one gets Brueckner

orbitals, with property to give the zero-order wavefunction possessing the maximum overlap
with the exact wavefunction [23, page 261].
Iterative algorithm for solving the set of equations (3.33) can be conveniently improved
within coupled-cluster approach. The nice introduction to the coupled-cluster approach for the
newbies is given by Bishop and Kümmel [26]. For detailed description and application of the
method in treating the pair correlation as dominant electron correlation effect, refer to [23]
and [27]. The final result is, that the wave operator can be expressed in the form of the
normal-ordered exponential ansatz,
disconnected terms


1 m
 P + S + ∑ {S }
 connected m≥ 2 m!
 terms
S
Ω ≡ {e } = 
disconnected terms




1 m 
Sn

e = ∏  P + S n + ∑ {S n } 
∏
m≥ 2 m!
n ≥1
n ≥1 

 connected

 terms



(3.34)

{ }

where S stands for a total coupled-cluster operator which contains all possible multi-excitations,
that is, S = S1 + S 2 + S3 + .... ; connected terms can be illustrated by diagrams for which all parts
are connected to each other by orbital or by interaction lines, also providing the fulfillment of
the system’s size-consistency for the energy and the wave function. Comparing the excitation
terms of (3.34) and (3.32), one finds the following correspondence

Many-body Theory
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Ω1 = S1
Ω2 = S2 +

1 2
{S1 }
2

1 3
{S1 }
3!
1
1
1
Ω 4 = S 4 + { S3 S1 } + {S 22 } + {S12 S2 } + {S14 }
2!
2!
4!
1
1
1
1
Ω5 = S5 + { S1 S4 } + { S2 S3 } + {S1S 22 } + { S12 S3 } + {S13 S 2 } + {S15 }
2!
2!
3!
5!
Ω3 = S3 + {S1S2 } +

(3.35)

From the linked-diagram set of equations (3.33), retaining only the connected parts in
accordance with (3.34), a general equation for the coupled-cluster operator S is obtained







W conn

[ S , H 0 ] =  QV Ω − χ PV Ω 

(3.36)

which can be decomposed into a system of equations for multiple-excitations:

[ Sn , H 0 ] = ( QV Ω − χW )n,conn

n = 1, 2,3,...

(3.37)

where the subscript n denotes that only n simultaneous excitations are retained. Therefore,
the effective interaction Wn = P (V Ω )n ,clossed can be evaluated as the P projection of the right-hand
side (RHS) of Eq.(3.37), and thus represented only by the closed diagrams with n pairs of
valence lines as the only possible free lines.

3.4 Single- and double- excitations scheme
The coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) approximation is defined by retaining only
the single- and double-excitations in Eq.(3.37). This truncation makes the crossed out terms in
(3.35) disappear; however, the most important excitations in Ω3 , Ω 4 , Ω5 .... are still retained by
evaluating the excitation operators S1 and S 2 to desired accuracy. Once obtained, the wave
operator can be constructed using (3.35), usually giving the results in which 95 − 98% of the
electron correlation is included.
In order to perform any numerical treatment of coupled-cluster equations, each operator
entering in (3.37) has to be uniquely specified (regarding the elementary excitations it
provides) by means of the normal-ordered second-quantization. Model Hamiltonian H 0 and the
electrostatic part of the perturbation V es will be then replaced by Eqs.(A.17)-(A.20). The
excitation operators S1 and S 2 will take (in accordance with (A.14) and (A.15)) the following
form:
all

S1 = ∑ {a †j ai } sij
ij

S2 =

1 all † †
∑{a j al ak ai } sikjl .
2 ijkl

(3.38)

Since the perturbation V es promotes at most double-excitations, the expansion of the wave
operator (3.35) should be truncated above the quadruple-excitations. The cluster equation
(3.37) for the single-excitations operator S1 , reads as

[ S1 , H 0 ] = Q (V1 + V Ω1 + V Ω2 + V2Ω3 − Ω1W1 )1,conn

W1 = P (V1 + V Ω1 + V Ω 2 + V2 Ω3 )1,clossed (3.39)

RHS1,conn
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where Eq.(3.35) prescribes how should Ω1 , Ω 2 and Ω3 depend on operators S1 and S 2 .
Replacing S1 from (3.38) into (3.39), while taking into account Eqs.(A.17)-(A.20) and the fact
that the action of the RHS1,conn on any of the model determinants α

(0)

∈P , must produce the

single-excitations α i ∉ P outside the model space, one can obtain single-excitation amplitudes
j

(

si =
where determinant α i j

(0)

α i j RHS α

j

)

1,conn

(3.40)

εi − ε j

is obtained from α

(0)

by replacing an orbital φi (r ) with an orbital φ j (r ) .

It is thus, possible to define single-excitation function ζ i (r ) that resembles the effects of S1
acting on any model determinant, by:

ζ i (r ) = ∑ si α i = ∑
j

j

j

(

α i j α i j RHS α

(0)

)

αij

1,conn

εi − ε j

j

∉P
(0)

α

∈P

(3.41)

In the similar manner, the cluster equation for the operator S 2 can be obtained (for the
details refer to [23 and [27]); here only the pair (double-excitation) function ρik (r1 , r2 ) is given:

ρik (r1 , r2 ) = ∑ s α
jl
ik

jl
ik

jl

=∑

(

α ikjl α ikjl RHS α

(0)

)

α ikjl

2,conn

εi − ε j + εk − εl

jl

α

∉P
(0)

∈P

(3.42)

Set of two coupled equations, formed of single- and double-excitations functions, (3.41) and
(3.42), is solved recursively order-by-order to self-consistency; the first-order set of coupled
equations is given by

ζ (r ) = ∑
(1)
i

(

αij α ij V α

jl

)

1,conn

εi − ε j

j

ρik(1) (r1 , r2 ) = ∑

(0)

α

jl
ik

α

jl
ik

(

V α

(0)

)

α i j ∉P
α ikjl ∉P

2, conn

εi − ε j + ε k − εl

The solutions of (3.43) are then used to evaluate RHS α

(0)

α
(0)

(3.43)

∈P

of Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42), to

obtain the second-order set of the coupled equations, and so on.
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3.5 Computational method
The Coulomb repulsion among the electrons is usually too large to be taken as a whole,
when forming the perturbation V of Eq.(3.1). To improve the convergence rate, it is possible
to introduce an additional single-electron potential u (ri ) , that i th electron feels from the other
electrons. In the independent particle model, it is customary to assume that each electron in
the atom moves independently of the other electrons, but in an average field generated by the
nucleus and the electrons. This average potential u (ri ) usually represents the Hartree-Fock
potential from the closed 1s 2 -core, and optionally a spherically symmetric part of the Coulomb
repulsion among the valence electrons. In this case Eq.(2.6) transforms to:





c


 d κ 
−c  −  
 f n j (r ) 
 dr r    f n j (r ) 

=ε

 g (r ) 
 d κ
2  n ′j
 g n ′j (r ) 
(
)
2
V
r
m
c
+
−

e


 dr r 

V (r )

(3.44)

with V (r ) = Vnuc (r ) + u (r ) . In this case, the approximate Hamiltonian (3.2) represents N electrons
moving in the field of the nucleus and an average central field due to electrons.
In order to solve (3.44) or (2.6) the method of Ref.[28] is used. The atom is confined into a
spherical radial box, with the radial coordinate discretized into N -points grid. The size of the
box is carefully chosen not to affect the bound states of interest, and a logarithmic lattice is
used in order to represent the wave function close to the nucleus. The cavity size effect can be
estimated by adding more points to radial grid preserving the lattice spacing and monitoring
the disturbance of the eigenspectrum. Discretizing the coupled system of differential equations
(2.6) for the large and small components, it is reduced to the symmetric 2 N × 2 N matrix
equation. When solved, a complete numerical set of ( N positive energy and N negative energy)
orthogonal radial eigenvectors is obtained. This numerical basis set, consisting of the singleelectron spinors (3.2) is then used to construct the model space Slater determinants (3.4), and
the total energies of the bound single-particle states correspond to the lowest lying positive
ε + me c 2 eigenvalues of (3.44).
In our calculations, the nuclear size corrections are included already at the early stage, that
is, during the diagonalization of (3.44). The usual procedure is to perform three sets of
calculations for the lithium-like ion, using additional two finite size nucleus models (homogeneously charged sphere and Fermi model), besides the point charge model. In the following
paragraph, the standard formulae [29, 30], introducing the parameters of each nuclear model,
will be given. Here Z and A , are the number of protons and nucleons in the nucleus, while r
and R represent the electronic and nuclear radial coordinate, respectively. The electron’s
potential energy entering (2.6) is simply Vnuc = e φnuc , with φnuc being the electro-static nuclear
potential for the chosen finite-size nucleus model.
For the nuclear root-mean-square radius ( Rrms ), the empirical formula of Ref.[30] is used:

Rrms =

R 2 = ( 0.836 A1/ 3 + 0.570 ± 0.05 ) fm .

(3.45)

In the case of the point charge distribution, the nuclear charge density and potential are

ρ ( R ) = eZ δ ( R)
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1 eZ
4πε 0 r

(3.46)
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Uniform charge distribution model, treats the nucleus as homogeneously charged sphere of
radius R0 , with the charge density and charge distribution as follows:

 3eZ

ρ ( R ) =  4π R03
 0


R ≤ R0

3
 eZ ( R / R0 )
Q( R) = 
eZ


R > R0

R ≤ R0
R > R0

(3.47)

Using Gauss law, the radial component of the electric field and nuclear potential are

 1 eZ
3
 4πε r 2 ( r / R0 )

0
Er ( r ) = 
1 eZ


4πε 0 r 2

1 eZ

2
 − 4πε 2 R (3 − ( r / R0 ) ) r ≤ R0
0
0
φnuc (r ) = − ∫ Er (r ')dr ' = 
1 eZ
r

−
r > R0

4πε 0 r
∞

(3.48)

Since the averaged nucleon number density is ρ N ≈ 0.17 nucl / fm3 , it follows from the relation

4π 3
R0 ρ N = A
3
that (3.45) and R0 are interrelated as R0 ≈ 1.12 A1/ 3 ≈

(3.49)

5
Rrms . Finally, the Fermi nuclear charge
3

density distribution is given by

ρ0

ρ ( R) =
1+

e

R − R1/ 2

.

(3.50)

τ

This is a two-parameter distribution: (1) τ = T /(4ln 3) with T = 2.3fm as the skin thickness
common for all nuclei, and (2) the half-charge radius R1/ 2 , see Figure 4, which is determined by
the condition ρ ( R1/ 2 ) = 0.5 ρ 0 , and related with other parameters via the following formula

7
R1/ 2 = R02 − (πτ ) 2
3

(3.51)

∫

The use of the total charge relation gives us the way to calculate ρ0 , that is d 3 R ρ ( R ) = eZ .
Unfortunately, the electrostatic potential arising from this kind of nuclear charge distribution
has no simple analytical form.
In the coupled-cluster single- and double-excitations approach used in this work, the novirtual-pair approximation is incorporated by ignoring the excitations from the negative energy
states. In the frame of this approximation, double-excitations functions (3.42) are correct as
long as summation is restricted to the positive energy states [28].
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Chapter 4
Complex Scaling
In order to study auto-ionizing states, one widely adopted method is to use complex
coordinates to analytically continue the Hamiltonian into the complex plane, with the use of a
transformation r → reiϑ , see Figure 5(a). This technique is used to extend the region of
analyticity of the S matrix [31], to investigate three-body breakup for short-range potentials
[32], for atomic photo-ionization studies [33], multi-photon ionization processes [34],
electron-atom scattering calculations [35] and atomic resonance states [36,37]. Extensive
overviews of early status of theory and performed calculations may be found in proceedings of
[38], as well as reports of Ho [39] and Moiseyev [40]. Here I will only give the simple insights
to the general conclusions of the method.

4.1 Complex coordinates and bound states?
Whenever the formation and decay of an intermediate resonant (non-stationary, quasibound) state is studied, two conditions have to be fulfilled: (1) at the initial moment, resonant
state has to be well space localized, and (2) the further time evolution of the resonant state
has to be exponentially decaying. The evolution of the quantum mechanical systems with the
total energy E on its disposal, are commonly viewed as solutions to the time-dependant
Schrödinger equation

i

∂
Ψ (r , t ) = H Ψ (r , t )
∂t

∞

n

1  iH 
 − t  Ψ (r ,0)

n =0 n! 

Ψ (r , t ) = e− iHt / Ψ ( r ,0) = ∑

(4.1)

In the Schrödinger picture operators are time-independent (Hamiltonian H commutes with
time), while the basis absorbs the time dependence, through the following relation

[ H , t ]− = 0

Ψ (r , t ) = e−iEt / Ψ (r , 0)

(4.2)

which incorporates the both conditions required above. The first condition of initial localization
is contained in Ψ ( r ,0) , while the exponential decay may be obtained if the energy is assumed
to be a complex quantity, that is

E = Eres − i Γ / 2

Γ≥0

(4.3)

Exponential decay is now due to the imaginary part of the energy, but if the Hamiltonian is a
Hermitian operator, how can its eigenvalues E be complex? The major purpose for introduction
of complex scaling method is to start from a hermitian Hamiltonian, transform it into a nonhermitian Hamiltonian, which have complex (4.3) eigenvalues. In addition, eigenfunctions of
such transformed non-Hermitian Hamiltonian should be also square integrable in order to
represent localized resonance states. To get an insight into their functional form, it is
customary to refer to the non-relativistic hydrogenic system (electron scattered on bare
nucleus), a system that can be solved analytically. The Hamiltonian then has a form (in a. u.):
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H ≡ H (r ) = −

1 ∂ 2 ∂
e eZ

r
− ( + 1)  −
2 
2me r  ∂r ∂r
 4πε 0 r
2

(4.4)

with a corresponding eigenvalue equation

H − E ψ E (r ,0) = 0

(4.5)

If the scaling transformation r → reiϑ is introduced in (4.4), the form of the complex, nonHermitian Hamiltonian is easily obtained:

H (ϑ ) ≡ H (r → reiϑ ) = − e−2iϑ

1 ∂ 2 ∂
e eZ −iϑ

e
r
− ( + 1)  −
2 
2me r  ∂r ∂r
 4πε 0 r
2

(4.6)

The scaling transformation introduced in (4.6) finds its justification in Heisenberg’s
representation: only matrix elements and eigenvalues are subject to physical interpretation. As
long as r is not observable (and it usually is not), the above scaling of r with eiϑ is allowed since
we measure the Hamiltonian’s expectation value E . The main interest is to find the analytical
form of the eigenfunctions ψ E (r ,0) of H (ϑ ) , such that holds:

H (ϑ ) − E ψ E (r ,0) = 0

(4.7)

The standard procedure is to enforce proper boundary conditions:ψ E (r ,0) should vanish as
r → 0; ∞ , that is for the bound states (normalization factor is left out):

ψ E (r ,0) = r

k = eiϑ

e− kr f (r )Y m (θ ,ϕ )

−2me E /

k0 =

2

m e2
1
= e 2
a0 4πε 0

E∈

<0

(4.8)

Substituting (4.8) into (4.7) one obtains

+ 1
2

iϑ
f ''(r ) − 2 k −
 f '( r ) + Z k0 e − k ( + 1) f (r ) = 0
r
r



{

}

Eq.(4.9) can be solved laboriously by power series technique f ( r ) =

∑

j

(4.9)

a j r j , in which case the

ratio of the successive coefficients takes the form

a j +1
aj

= −2eiϑ

Z k0 − k e−iϑ ( j + + 1)
.
( j + 1)( j + 2( + 1))

(4.10)

The series defining f ( r ) has to be terminated in such manner that a j = 0 ∀j ∈ { N + 1, N + 2,...} ,
which gives the well known hydrogen-like energy spectrum:

ke−iϑ = −2me E /

2

=

Z k0
( N + + 1)

Thus for the bound states holds f ( r ) ∼

∑

j

⇒

a j +1
aj

= 2k

( j − N)
( j + 1)( j + 2 + 2)

(4.11)

a j (reiϑ ) j , and the eigenfunctions of the scaled non-

hermitian Hamiltonian are just the normal hydrogenic eigenfunctions with r replaced by re−iϑ :

if

H − E ψ E (r ,0) = 0 then H (ϑ ) − E ψ E (re−iϑ ,0) = 0

(4.12)

In conclusion, H (ϑ ) and H have the same real bound state eigenvalues, independent of ϑ ,
providing that:

Re{k} ≥ 0 ⇒ cos ϑ ≥ 0 ⇒

ϑ ≤π /2

(4.13)

The invariance of the bound state eigenvalues, with respect to the complex scaling
transformation is illustrated in Figure 5(b).
Complex Scaling
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4.2 Complex coordinates and scattering states?
The boundary conditions plays a distinctive role in deciding whether an operator has
eigenvalues with corresponding eigenfunctions that are square integrable (bound states), or

δ -function normalized (scattering states of the momentum p = k and the kinetic energy
ε = ( k ) 2 / 2me ). The scattering wave function has a modified radial part Pk , (r ) as a solution of
the eigenvalue equation (4.5), rewritten in the case of general central potential V (r ) as:

 d2
2me
( + 1) 
2
 2 + k − 2 V (r ) −
 Pk , ( r ) = 0
r2 
 dr

(4.14)

The physical solution of (4.14) that vanishes at the origin, can be expressed in terms of
scattering matrix elements S (k ) and Jost functions F (± k , r ) as [41, 42]:

Pk , (r ) = const.  F (k , r ) + (−1)

+1

F (± k , r → ∞) ∼ e

S (k ) F (− k , r ) 

−i

(±k r −

π / 2)

(4.15)

If potential V (r ) supports the bound states, they are described by (4.14) with k 2 real and
negative, that is k = ±iκ

κ∈

+

, and Pk , (r ) should decrease exponentially at large distances

r . For k = +iκ the outgoing waves decrease and incoming increase. Thus, the incoming
amplitude F (k , r ) must vanish on positive imaginary k -axis while the outgoing amplitude
F (− k , r ) , if it can be analytically continued there, must not be zero (otherwise Pk , (r ) ∼ 0 ). It
follows then, that the scattering matrix has poles on the positive imaginary k -axis, that
correspond to bound states energies only if the potential V (r ) supports F (− k , r ) being
continued into Im (k ) > 0 plane. For the negative imaginary k -axis the situation is the
opposite, outgoing wave increases at large distances and its amplitude must vanish; the
amplitude of incoming wave in order to describe physical states (if can be continued
into Im (k ) < 0 plane) must not vanish, and scattering matrix has zeroes on negative imaginary
k -axis corresponding to bound states energies.
Scattering states have eigenfunctions with modified radial part as solutions of Eq.(4.14)
when parameter k 2 is real and positive, that is, (4.15) contains both incoming and outgoing
waves with asymptotic behavior of F (± k , r → ∞ ) . Under complex scaling transformation, the
above asymptotic form has to be preserved, that is kr must remain unaffected. This is the
case only if simultaneous transformation of wave number (i.e. momentum in units of ) is
performed:

k → ke

−iϑ

⇒

( k)
ε=

2

2me

→ε

e−i 2ϑ

k∈

(4.16)

Results (4.12) and (4.16) advocate the main property of scaling transformation applied to the
non-relativistic hydrogen-like system: the eigenvalues of Hamiltonian corresponding to the
bound states remain unaffected, while those of scattering states are rotated by an angle of
−2ϑ into the lower half-plane of complex energy (see Figure 5(b)).

4.3 Complex coordinates and resonant states?
Resonant states have eigenfunctions (known as Siegert functions [43]) that, unlike the
scattering states, posses only outgoing component in asymptotic region. The modified radial
part satisfies (4.14) with the complex parameter k ( Re(k ) > 0 and Im (k ) < 0 ). The incoming
component of (4.15) will selectively vanish only if the Jost function F (k , r ) can be analytically
continued into Im (k ) < 0 having zeroes there. Then the scattering matrix element S (k ) , has
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poles k = kres − iκ = k

e− iβ

(kres , κ ∈

+

; − π / 2 < β < 0) associated with the complex energies of

resonant states ( E = ( k ) / 2 = Eres − iΓ / 2 ). According to (4.15), at the resonant energy Siegert
wave function is asymptotically divergent and behaves like
2

Pk , (r → ∞) ∼ e

i k r cos β

e k r sin β .

(4.17)

The method of complex scaling effectively removes this problem for a given resonance, forcing
the corresponding Siegert function to asymptotically behave as a decreasing outgoing wave,

Pk , (reiϑ ) r →∞ ∼ e

i r k cos(ϑ − β )

e− r k sin(ϑ −β )

(4.18)

only if the rotation angle ϑ fulfills the requirement 0 < (ϑ − β ) < π / 2 . Thus, the resonant wave

Im (r)

function decays exponentially with r (like the bound state), although with an oscillatory
behavior, that might require a larger number of points than an unrotated function in order to
be accurately presented on a radial mesh. By sweeping the area of the fourth-quarter of the
complex energy plane (continuously changing the rotational angle ϑ ), the possible resonances
will be gradually uncovered as those eigenvalues of the scaled Hamiltonian that are stationary
with respect to changes of the rotation angle (see Figure 5(c)).
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Figure 5 Effects of complex scaling transformation r → reiϑ . (a) Real radial coordinate r is transformed into complex one
( r cos ϑ + ir sin ϑ ). (b) Energy spectrum of hydrogen-like system; the bound states and threshold where continuum starts are
invariant, while scattering states rotate about the threshold by −2ϑ angle. (c) Energy spectrum of the many-body Hamiltonian;
complex resonant eigenvalues are hidden on a higher Rieman sheet of the resolvent ( E − H ) −1 .
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4.4 Complex coordinates and the many-body Hamiltonian?
The N-electron non-relativistic Hamiltonian for an atomic system,

H

N

≡ TN + VNC = -

2

2me

∑ (∇
j

2
r

)j +

e2 
−1
−1 
 −∑ Zrj + ∑ rjk 
4πε 0  j
j <k


(4.19)

exposed to the transformation

rj → rj eiϑ

j = 1, 2, ... N

(4.20)

H N (ϑ ) ≡ e−2iϑ TN + e − iϑVNC

(4.21)

scales as

with the condition that the potential consists only of sums of pair-wise Coulomb interactions.
Balslev and Combes [44] theorem divides the spectrum of H N (ϑ ) into three groups:
(i)

eigenvalues that are independent of ϑ and remain real, that is correspond to the
bound states eigenvalues of H N ;

(ii)

at each scattering threshold (also independent of ϑ ) there is an individual
continuum that rotates by an angle 2ϑ into the lower half of the complex energy
plane, see Figure 5(c). Thus, energies of the scattering states of the H N (after its
scaling into H N (ϑ ) ), takes the form of Ethr + ε e −2iϑ . Here ε ≥ 0 stands for the kinetic
energy above the corresponding threshold for fragmentation of the system;

(iii)

new complex and discrete eigenvalues may appear in the lower half of complex
energy plane, in the sector 0 > arg( E − min( Ethr )) ≥ −2ϑ , where min( Ethr ) stands for the
energy of the lowest scattering threshold. As long as discrete complex eigenvalues
of H N (ϑ ) remain isolated from the corresponding parts of continuum, they are
independent of a rotation angle ϑ . In addition, all discrete eigenvalues
of H N (ϑ ) have the finite multiplicity and can pile-up only at the corresponding
thresholds.
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Chapter 5
Numerical Applications
This thesis includes calculation on recombination of Be+ and Na8+ ions. The calculation
method is very similar for both cases, and I will discuss in details the recombination of lithiumlike sodium as an example. However, some of the field ionization features will be presented
only for Be + ions.

5.1 The lithium-like sodium ion
According to the energy conservation law, given in the form of (1.4), the knowledge of the
precise placements of the recombination resonances depends heavily on our ability to: (1)
accurately calculate the excitation energies ∆E1,2 in the target ion, and (2) to find the binding
energy Eb (n

j

) of the captured electron, with respect to the excited target ion, see Figure 3.

Table 1 summarizes the calculations necessary to obtain accurate values for ∆E1,2 . The Fermi
nuclear charge distribution (3.50) is adopted, after a series of calculations involving also the
Point Charge (3.46) and Uniform Sphere (3.47) models. Also different radial box sizes and
meshes are tested. Thus, the first row in Table 1 gives the Dirac-Fock energies of the 2 j
orbitals in the averaged field of 1s2-core, with error bars corresponding to 1σ-confidence
interval. The second row is the contribution that the Breit interaction (2.14) introduces when it
is added to the two-body part (2.15) of the Hamiltonian to form the Dirac-Fock-Breit
Hamiltonian. The third row lists the mass polarization calculated in accordance with (2.17). To
conclude, the Dirac-Fock-Breit discrete basis set is constructed in the potential from a Fermi
distribution of the nuclear charge, using the procedure described in the Section-2.1 at page 7.
The dominating electron-electron correlation contribution comes in second order (3.21) of
the perturbation expansion (for details see Chapter 2, page 7), where the perturbation V is the
sum of the Coulomb and Breit interactions. The terms corresponding to the two Coulomb
interactions (C-C), as well as one Coulomb and one Breit interaction (C-B), are separately
listed in Table 1. Depending on the nature (core or valence) of the orbitals entering the onebody part of the perturbation (A.19), further separation of the contributions into core-core and
core-valence is possible. In both cases (C-C and C-B), the partial-wave expansion of the
Coulomb repulsion (2.11) is carried out up to max = 10 and extrapolated from there, using
Aitken’s δ 2 process [45]. Thus the value for the 2nd order core-valence (C-B) contribution is an
extrapolated value from the partial wave expansion (not shown), identical to the shown (C-C)
case. It is clear that total 2nd order (C-B) contribution is just 1.8% of the total 2nd order (C-C)
counterpart, and that the interaction within the core (core-core), has a four times smaller
influence on the binding energies of the 2 j orbitals than the core-valence interaction. Higherorder correlation is calculated using the coupled-cluster single- and double- (CCSD) excitation
method described in the Section 3.4 at page 18.
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Table 1 The contributions to the 2 s1/ 2 , 2 p1/ 2 and 2 p3 / 2 energies (in reduced atomic units and relative to the Na9+ ground

state) and the

2 p j − 2 s1/ 2

splitting in the Na8+ ion. The reduced atomic unit for energy, in the case of 23Na is given by:

1a.u. = 27.211 383 4 M /( M + me ) eV = 27.210 734 1 eV . Uncertainties in shown numbers are enclosed in parenthesis.

Dirac-Fock ▼
∆Dirac-Fock-Breit ▼
Mass polarization ▼

2s1/2

2p1/2

2p3/2

[a.u.]
-11.016 162 2(9)
0.001 212 7
0.000 000 0

[a.u.]
-10.354 738 1(1)
0.002 150 0
-0.000 155 0

[a.u.]
-10.341 711 4(1)
0.000 944 6
-0.000 154 1

2 p1/ 2 − 2 s1/ 2
[eV]
17.997 835 3
0.025 504 6
-0.004 219 0

2 p3 / 2 − 2 s1/ 2
[eV]
18.352 301 4
-0.007 295 2
-0.004 194 2

-0.105 942 3
-0.028 157 4
-0.134 099 6

-0.103 302 8
-0.028 092 1
-0.131 395 0

-0.002 599 3
-0.001 377 0

-0.002 547 2
-0.001 384 2

0.000 641 9
0.000 213 7
0.000 855 6

0.001 671 0
-0.000 394 3
0.001 276 7

Coulomb - Coulomb
(C-C) correlation

2nd order core-valence

Lmax= 5
Lmax= 6
Lmax= 7
Lmax= 8
Lmax= 9
Lmax=10

Extrapolated
2nd order core-core
C-C 2nd order ▼
Ref.[46], E(2)
Higher order core-valen.▼
Higher order core-core ▼

Coulomb - Breit
(C-B)

Ref.[46], E(3)
2nd order core-valence
2nd order core-core
C-B 2nd order ▼

-0.007 511 5
-0.007 521 0
-0.007 526 3
-0.007 529 4
-0.007 531 4
-0.007 532 7
-0.007 535 9(16)
0.001 946 1
-0.005 589 8
-0.005 585 1
-0.000 222 8
0.000 089 4
-0.000 119(5)

-0.011 357 0
-0.011 387 3
-0.011 403 1
-0.011 412 2
-0.011 417 7
-0.011 421 2
-0.011 429 3(41)
0.000 911 3
-0.010 518 0
-0.010 516 2(10)
-0.000 318 3
0.000 038 8
-0.000 262(10)

-0.011 260 7
-0.011 290 7
-0.011 306 4
-0.011 315 3
-0.011 320 7
-0.011 324 2
-0.011 332 3(41)
0.000 913 7
-0.010 418 6
-0.010 405 2(10)
-0.000 316 4
0.000 038 5
-0.000 266(10)

-0.000 138 1(7)
0.000 035 0
-0.000 103 1

-0.000 114 5(10)
0.000 042 9
-0.000 071 6

-0.000 076 7(10)
0.000 020 5
-0.000 056 2

Total RMBPT (CCSD) ►
Johnson et al [46]

-11.020 776(13)

-10.363 612(28)

-10.351 674(28)

17.881 90(84)

18.206 76(84)

-11.020 492(5)

-10.363 331(10)

-10.351 389(12)

17.881 83(30)

18.206 78(35)

Radiat. corr. (H-like), [30] ♣
SE screening1, Ref.[47] ♦
SE screening2, Ref.[48]
Full screening2, Ref.[48] ♠
Total theory1 ( ► + ♣ + ♦ )
Total theory2 ( ► + ♣ + ♠ )

0.001 005 3(6)
-0.000 318 3(3)
-0.000 262 5(4)

-0.028 050(17)
0.008 77(6)
0.007 21(8)
0.006 90
17.862 62(84)
17.860 75(84)

-0.026 548(17)
0.007 88(10)
0.006 35
18.188 10(84)
18.186 56(84)

17.861 4(10)

18.187 0(10)

Experiment, Ref.[49]

-0.000 025 5(1)
0.000 004 0(22)
0.000 002 5(27)

0.000 029 7(1)
-0.000 028 7(74)

-11.020 089(13)

-10.363 634(28)

-10.351 672(28)

-11.019 800

-10.363 405

-10.351 440

When compared with the 2nd order results obtained by Johnson et al [46] good agreement is
achieved. The small difference may come from the fact that in [46] partial wave expansion is
carried out only up to max = 8 and a Dirac-Fock basis set is used. Comparing the higher-order
(C-C) contribution obtained in this work with the third-order contribution E (3) of Ref.[46], one
can see that the applied (CCSD) scheme takes into account the most important triple- and
quadruple-excitations, according to (3.35). Summing up all the relevant contributions (marked
with the sign ▼), one gets the Relativistic Many-Body Perturbation Theory result in the CCSD
sheme (marked with the sign ►). Our result for the binding energies of the 2 j orbitals are in
the fairly good agreement ( ∼ 8 meV ) with the earlier calculations reported by Johnson et al [46],
and the dominating part of this discrepancy cancel out in the 2 p j − 2 s1/ 2 splitting.
As the first step towards the inclusion of the radiative corrections, the largest contributions
(self energy and vacuum polarization, see Section 2.5 at page 11) for the hydrogen-like ions
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are taken from Johnson and Soff [30]. Then, the screening of the self energy of the valence 2

j

electrons, present in the non-hydrogenic ions, can be interpolated using the recent results of
Indelicato and Mohr.[47], and possibly compared with extrapolated values of Blundel [48], given
for the lithium-like ions. The extrapolation procedure involves Figures 10 and 11 from Ref.[48],
describing the screening of the self-energy of the 2s1/ 2 and 2 p1/ 2 orbitals in the lithium-like ions.
The full screening of the radiative corrections (marked with the sign ♠) is obtained by the
means of the interpolation of Tables 2 and 3 from the Ref.[48]. Table 1 gives two final
theoretical values to be compared with experiment; the value marked as Total theory1,
contains only the self-energy screening to the radiative correction, and has the role of the
upper bound for the 2 p j − 2 s1/ 2 splitting; the value marked as Total theory2, contains the full
screening of the radiative correction, and has the role of the lower bound for the 2 p j − 2 s1/ 2
splitting. The benefit of having the Total theory1 result is the direct comparison with the
experimental values [49] for the bounding energies of the valence 2 j electrons. As can be
seen, Total theory1 results are also in the good agreement ( 6 − 8 meV ) with the experimental
values reported in the NIST database [49]. This can be explained by the fact that the
screening of the self energy is usually about 90% of the full screening of the radiative
corrections.

5.2 The beryllium-like sodium ion
Once we have obtained the values for the excitation energies ∆E1,2 in the target ion, the
next task is to calculate the binding energy of the captured electron Eb ( n

j

) . According to (1.4)

and the fact that the relative electron energy ε e has to be positive, one can use the hydrogenic
formula to estimate the lowest principal quantum number n in which the resonant capture is
possible:

n≈

2
Z eff
= 0.865 ⋅ Z eff ∼ 7 .
2 max {∆E1,2 }

(5.1)

This result leads to the preliminary conclusion that the resonances should be placed in the
relative energy interval 0 < ε e ≤ 0.42 eV , a crude estimation for the planning of the energy mesh
at which recombination cross section σ (ε e ) will be presented.
The first phase of obtaining the resonance positions and widths is the use of the conventional
extended model space approach (see Section 3.1 at page 13) with complex scaling method
(see Chapter 4 at page 22 ). Here the direct diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian in
(3.20) is performed within the model space P constructed of 74 Na 7 + (1s 2 2 p1/ 2,3/ 3 7 j )
configurations, while other relevant configurations are included by perturbation expansion
carried on to all orders. Since the orbital of the valence 7 j electron is spatially more extended
than the orbital of 2 p1/ 2,3/ 2 electron, the model Hamiltonian (3.2), beside the Dirac-Fock potential
from the closed 1s2-core, also includes a projected potential in order to accelerate the
convergence of the calculations. The idea behind the projected potential is to construct a
potential that accounts for the dominating part of the screening of 7 j electron by the
inner 2 p1/ 2,3 / 2 electron (which feels the unscreened 1s 2 -core). The restriction of preserving the
hermicity of the model Hamiltonian (3.2) while incorporating the projected potential, leads to a
non-local potential that has to be generated iteratively. For the detailed discussion of projected
potential and its use in the perturbation expansion, see Refs.[50, 51]. Since parity is a good
quantum number, The model space P is in practice divided into two sub-spaces, one for the
each parity.
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Most of the resonances are found to be placed within 0.5 eV from the first ionization limit
(see Table 5, Appendix B at the page 44). The states dominated by the 2 p j 7 s1/ 2 configurations,
along with other nine states listed in Table 2, are found below the Na 8+ (1s 2 2 s1/ 2 ) threshold.
These 13 doubly excited states are not necessarily well described numerically, since they may
be degenerate in energy to 2 s1/ 2 n j Rydberg states with high n -quantum numbers, converging as
series to the Na 8+ (1s 2 2 s1/ 2 ) threshold. These Rydberg states are spatially very extended and
affected by the chosen size of the radial box
used in the calculations and do not represent Table 2 The doubly excited states placed below the first
8+
2
real physical states. Therefore all doubly excited ionization limit Na (1s 2 s1/ 2 ) and not found in Ref.[49]
2 p j 7 j ' states that happen to be close in energy
to 2 s1/ 2 n

j

Rydberg states, in some extent may

also become affected by the box description.
Enlargement of the radial box will not solve the
problem, due to large density of the 2 s1/ 2 n j
Rydberg states below the threshold. The major
weight of the Rydberg states is outside of the
model space, and their inclusion in perturbative
expansion (3.20) may introduce energy denominators small enough to cause convergence
problems, in spite of the small radial overlap
between the extended 2 s1/ 2 n j and localized

2 pj 7

j ' states.

Conﬁguration

Energya

LS term

jj term to%

(a.u.)

to%

(2p1/2 7s1/2 )0 100%

-11.0478334

3

(2p1/2 7s1/2 )1 98%

-11.0469887

(2p3/2 7s1/2 )2 99%

-11.0360018

Using the resonance positions and autoionization widths Γ a listed in Table 5, it is
possible to construct the resonant part of the
full recombination cross section as a sum of the
Lorentzian contributions (1.5). This approach
will not be valid for the resonances close to the
threshold due to strong modifications of (1.5)
by the RR channel. This is shown in Figure 6(a),
where the Lorentzian approximation fails to
describe the behavior of the resonant part of
the total recombination cross section, see text
below and Eq.(5.5).

1
3
3

(2p1/2 7p1/2 )1 99%

-11.0345529

(2p3/2 7s1/2 )1 98%

-11.0337684

1
1
3
3
3

(2p1/2 7p3/2 )1 96%

-11.0317010

1
3

It is thus hard to predict when

and in what extent this admixture of Rydberg
states may affect the perturbative expansion.

3

3

(2p1/2 7p3/2 )2 93%

-11.0316940

1
3
3

(2p1/2 7p1/2 )0 92%

-11.0280158

(2p1/2 7d3/2 )2 99%

-11.0249450

1
3
1
3

(2p1/2 7d5/2 )3 91%

-11.0222068

3
1

(2p3/2 7p3/2 )3 99%

-11.0221830

3
1
3

(2p3/2 7p3/2 )1 80%

-11.0221585

3
3
3

(2p1/2 7d5/2 )2 95%

-11.0214896

3
1

P 100%
P 77%
P 23%
P 99%
D 68%
P 29%
P 77%
P 23%
P 37%
S 24%
P 22%
D 17%
D 74%
D 14%
P 12%
P 90%
S 10%
P 77%
D 20%
F 72%
D 17%
F 11%
D 99%
P 49%
S 20%
P 18%
D 13%
P 35%
D 31%
D 28%

a Binding energy relative to Na9+ (1s2 )
To solve the possible convergence problems
in obtaining reliable autoionization widths, and
to overcome the non-adequate near-threshold energy dependence of the resonant part of the
recombination cross section, the so called Method 2 [52] is used. In this method all
2 s1/ 2 n j states (including the discretized 2 s1/ 2 ε j continua) are added to the doubly excited

2 pj 7

j'

configurations; as a result the giant model space is formed, containing over 4000 states

coupled to different total angular momenta J . All of the 2 s1/ 2 n

j

states with low n -quantum

numbers are physical bound states well represented in the chosen box. As n gradually
becomes larger those states are smoothly transformed into the box dependent non-physical
states, able to span the true states within the limited size cavity. With use of Method 2, the
most important contributions to the resonance positions and widths are included in the model
space, and consequently treated exactly through direct diagonalization of the effective
Hamiltonian. The contributions with minor weight are also included through the truncated
pertubative expansion carried on only to the second-order in the electron-electron interaction,
mainly due to the disk space and computation time limitations. The results obtained with
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Method 2, are in the very good agreement with the results obtained with the small model
space, but carried on to all orders of perturbative expansion. That is, all the digits presented in
the Table 5 for the resonance positions Epos and autoionizing widths Γ a , are confirmed with both
methods.
One of the greatest advantages Method 2 offers is the unified treatment of RR and DR
recombination channels, see Eq. (1.1). This useful property is inherited from the photoionization approach, adapted in order to derive the recombination cross section. The photoionization, as the time inverse process to the recombination, requires a good description of
2 s1/ 2 ε j continuum states. Rescigno and McKoy [33] used the method of complex scaling, to
obtain the photo-absorption cross section from a bound state Ψ s :

σ sPA→ all (ω ) =


Ψ s r e iϑ Ψ n ⋅ Ψ n r e iϑ Ψ s 
1 e 2 4π  ω 

  ⋅ Im ∑
gs 4πε 0 3  c 
En − Es − ω
 n


(5.2)

The partial photo-absorption cross section σ sPA
→ n (ω ) to the each of the final states Ψ n conducted
with the photon energies ω , capable of bringing the system above the first ionization
threshold Eion , can be used as an approximation for the partial photo-ionization cross section

σ sPI→n (ω ) . This is valid approximation in the cases studied here, since the auto-ionization rate
Aa dominates over the radiative rate Ar from the almost all doubly excited states, as can be

seen from Table 5. This means that the system after photo-absorption ends up in the doublyexcited state above the threshold, the decay of which is almost certainly by electron emission,
and it will eventually contribute to ionization. It is less likely that the doubly-excited state
stabilizes itself radiatively, and even if it does so, the overall effect is negligible due to the
small strength. Thus the photo-absorption cross section (5.2) can be safely used as the photoionization cross section, noting that the sum over the final states Ψ n includes all the optically
allowed bound states, continuum states as well as doubly excited states with En generally
being complex. If the final state Ψ n

represents the doubly-excited state Ψ d , see Figure 3 at

page 5, the energy En equals Eion + E pos − iΓ a / 2 and in addition the photon energy satisfies the
relation Eion + ε e = Es + ω . Moreover it is implicitly assumed, as in the case of Eq.(1.8), that
sum runs over the all magnetic sub-states ( M n and M s ), with the result averaged over the
magnetic sub-states of the initial state Ψ s

simply by division with its multiplicity gs . Using

the Milne relation [53] (that is the principle of detailed balance applied to the recombination
and photo-ionization assuming the local thermodynamic equilibrium)

σ ion →s (ε e ) = σ
recomb

PI
s → all

g  ω /c
(ω ) s 
gion  2meε e






2

(5.3)

and the relation (5.2) and the energy conservation relation: Eion + ε e = Es + ω , one gets

σ ion →s

recomb

3

Ψ s r e iϑ Ψ n ⋅ Ψ n r e iϑ Ψ s 
1 e 2 4π  ω 
1
⋅ Im ∑
(ε e ) =



gion 4πε 0 3  c  2meε e
En − Eion − ε e
 n


(5.4)

The relation (5.4) is the corner stone of the Method 2, taking into account the recombination
through both of the competitive channels, namely RR and DR (some interesting interference
features of those two channels in the case of the recombination of lithium-like beryllium ions
may be found in Ref.[54]).
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As the partial cross section, (5.4) describes the
recombination into specific bound state Ψ s , and
the total field free recombination cross section is
obtained after its summation, over all bound
states up to the first ionization limit. In the
storage ring experiment, guiding magnetic fields
are used to manipulate the ion beam, which in
turn appear in the ion’s frame of the motion as
the motional electric fields. These fields are capable
of re-ionizing the bound states in the recombined
ions placed close to the threshold [54], due to
the motional Stark effect. In order to simulate
these facts, the summation over the bound
states Ψ s , has to be truncated at the field cut

Table 3 Missing levels in NIST database
Conﬁguration

Energya

LS term

(a.u.)

to%

−14.8210

3

−14.8197

3

−14.8178

3

−14.0877

3

−14.0267

3

−14.0264

3

−14.0206

3

−13.1148

3

−13.1144

3

−13.1134

3

−13.0240

3

−13.0240

3

−13.0239

3

−13.0193

1

−12.5365

3

−12.5336

3

−12.5248

3

(2p4s)

−12.5028

1

The energies and the wave functions of the
Na 7 + (1s 2 2 j n ' ' j ' ) bound states in the recombined

(2p4p)

−12.4573

3

(2p4p)

−12.4339

3

(2p4p)

−12.4259

3

ion are calculated by diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian within a model space consisting of
closely lying bound configurations. The obtained
results are in fairly good agreement (differences
are less than 1%) with the available experimental
data found in Ref.[49]. The energies of the
bound state configurations not found in [49] are
listed in Table 3 and Table 2.

−12.4315

3

−12.4082

3

−12.4022

3

−12.3959

3

−12.4004

1

−12.3791

3

−12.3775

3

−12.3723

1

−12.3713

3

The results given in Table 5, Appendix B at page
44, deserve a short comment. It is sometimes
believed that in the process of radiative stabilization of the doubly excited states, the 2 p j valence

(2p4f)

−12.3707

3

−12.3697

3

−12.3622

3

−12.3586

3

−12.3569

3

−12.3522

3

−12.3531

1

−12.3446

3

−12.3479

3

−12.3495

3

−12.3468

1

−12.3418

1

energy Ecut , illustrated in Figure 3, and thus
Ecut

σ ion →all (ε e ) = ∑ σ ion→s (ε e )
recomb

recomb

(2p3p)
(2p3d)

(2s4p)

(2s4f)
(2s4f)

(5.5)

s

electron is optically active 2 p j → 2 s1/ 2 , while the
outer n

(2s3p)

j valence electron is usually referred to as

(2p4s)

(2p4d)
(2p4d)
(2p4d)
(2p4f)

(2p4d)
(2p4f)
(2p4p)
(2p4f)

spectator. Observing the Ar column in Table 5,
evidently the opposite is the case: the outer
electron is optically more active than the inner
one.
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(2p4f)
(2p4f)
a Binding

energy relative to

P0 98%
P1 95%
P2 98%
P0 100%
F2 51%, 1 D2 48%
F3 100%
F4 100%
P0 100%
P1 99%
P2 100%
F2 100%
F3 100%
F4 100%
F3 100%
P0 99%
P1 96%
P2 96%
P1 95%
D1 80%,
S1 66%,
P1 68%,

1
3
3

P1 17%

P1 30%
S1 32%

P0 99%
F2 69%,

1

D2 30%

F3 98%
F4 100%
D2 68%,

3

F2 29%

D1 93%
D2 83%,
F3 77%,

3
3

P1 13%

F3 14%

F2 94%
F3 71%,
F4 82%,

3
3

G3 18%
G4 13%

P0 99%
G3 78%,
G4 74%,

1
3

F3 12%
F4 17%

G5 100%
S0 98%
D1 100%
D2 74%,

1

D2 20%

D3 92%
G4 86%,
D2 76%,

3
3

G4 13%
D2 23%

Na9+ (1s2 )
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5.3 Comparisson with Storage-Ring experiments
The recombination experiments using the storage ring facilities equipped with electron
coolers will not be discussed here. A detailed presentation can be found in the experimental
part of Refs.[52, 54], while for the principles of the electron cooling reader should refer to the
report of Poth [55]. The recombination measurements of lithium-like sodium ions were carried
out at the heavy-ion Storage-Ring TSR of the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik in Heidelberg
[56].
Using the advantageous Method 2 of Ref.[52], the total recombination cross section (unifying
both the RR and DR channels) (5.5) is obtained. Its low energy part containing the two lowest
resonances from Table 5 is shown in Figure 6(a). In order to be able to compare our
calculations with the experimental findings, the obtained cross section has to be converted into
recombination rate coefficient, defined as

α (∆) =

∫∫∫

recomb
d 3v vσ ion
→ all (v ) f (v )

(5.6)

velocity
space

where f (v ) is the flattened Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution function, with properties
that are substantially different than the regular Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (see Figure 2
and Eq.(1.3)). This type of velocity distribution comes from the simultaneous acceleration and
adiabatic expansion of the electron beam in the electron cooler. One way of solving Eq.(5.6) is
given in the Paper II, and is based on energy space integration. Then, the flattened Maxwellian
distribution f (v ) transforms into Eq.(3) of Paper II, which is illustrated in Figure 7. Using the
cross section in Figure 6(a), the rate coefficient shown in Figure 6(b) can be obtained by the
means of RateCoeff program, see Paper II.

(a)

160
140

Full authentical DR part

120

kBT⊥ = 4.5 meV

(2p1/2 7d3/2)1 3D1

Lorentzian approximation

5

kB T|| = 0.1 meV

4
3

3 -1

60
40

6

cm s )

80

7

-9

100

(b)

α ( 10

Recombination cross section ( a.u. )

(2p3/2 7p1/2 )2 3P2

8

180

2
1

20

0

0
0

2

4

6

εe (10-4 a.u.)

8

10

12

1E-6

1E-5

1E-4

1E-3

εe ( eV )

0.01

0.1

Figure 6 The illustration why the Lorentzian approximation must not be used close to the threshold. (a) The full authentical DR part
is the resonant part of the total recombination cross section (5.5) with Ecut ≈ -11.04 a.u. , that is ncut = 40 . (b) The corresponding
rate coefficient is obtained with use of RateCoeff program described in Paper II.

The optimal values of the electron temperatures ( kBT⊥ = 4.5 meV and kBT = 0.1 meV ) are
deducted from the numerous rate coefficient curves (see Figure 8). Comparing each of them
with the experimental rate coefficient, it is found that the one corresponding to the above
mentioned temperatures minimizes χ 2 -merit function.
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Figure 7 Flattened Maxwellian energy distribution function (Eq.(3) in Paper II) obtained for the electron temperatures of
T⊥ = 10T = 10 K , with the two different electron energy detunings δ = 1 kBT⊥ and 2 kBT⊥ . The angle θ is the angle between the

electron velocity vector and the ion beam direction in the interaction region of the electron cooler.

9

α / [10-9 cm 3 s-1]

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Relative electron energy

εe / [eV]

0.4

0.5

Figure 8 The rate coefficient calculated for the different transverse electron temperatures T⊥ ranging from 1 to 10 meV with the step

of 0.5 meV . The front curve corresponds to kBT⊥ = 10 meV , while the green colored is the one that minimizes the χ 2 -merit function
for kBT⊥ = 4.5 meV . The transversal electron temperature is kBT = 0.1 meV in all shown curves.
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The final comparison with the raw experimental data [56] is summarized in Figure 9, with
good overall agreement (note that an absolute scale is used).
8

8

(2 p 1/2 7 ghi )J

7

kB T|| = 0.1 meV

(a)

6
J

5
3

(2p 3/2 7d 5/2 ) 2 P

3

(2p 3/2 7d 3/2 ) 3 D
1
(2p 3/2 7p 3/2 ) 0 S

1

3

1

(2p 3/2 7d 3/2 ) 2 D

3

RR+DR

2

3 -1

3

4

cm s )

4

(2p 3/2 7d 5/2 ) 4 F

5

(2p 3/2 7p 3/2 )2 D

3 -1

3/2

-9

-9

(2p 7fghi )

7

α ( 10

cm s )

6

α ( 10

(b)

kBT⊥ = 4.5 meV

2

DR
1

1

RR
0

0
0.0

0.1

0.2

εe ( eV )

0.3

0.4

0.5

1E-6

1E-5

1E-4

1E-3

εe ( eV )

0.01

0.1

Figure 9 Eventually the theoretical rate coefficient meets the experimental one. (a) Some of the isolated resonances are indicated
with the labels based on Table 5. (b) The low energy region clearly shows the well known (but still not explained) enhancement of
the experimental rate coefficient, a feature that is always present in the storage ring experiments based on the electron cooling
process. The raw experimental data is represented by two sets of points: the green set corresponds to the case when the electrons
are slower than ions, and for the blue set the opposite holds.

It is also interesting to see, how the obtained theoretical cross section behaves in the case of
the local thermodynamic equilibrium, when the isotropic electron energy distribution function
(1.3) prevails. This is of general interest in astrophysical and fusion research. In that case,
using the general result
∞

aε es −3 / 2 σ (ε e ) = a ∫ ε es −3 / 2 σ (ε e ) f (ε e ) d ε e =
0

∞

a (k BT ) s −3/ 2 s −1
u σ (u ) e− u du
Γ(3/ 2) ∫0

u=

εe
k BT

(5.7)

the temperature dependence of the isotropic rate coefficient has the form

α (T ) =

2
me

ε e1/ 2 σ (ε e ) =

(2k BT / me )1/ 2
Γ(3/ 2)

∞

∫ u σ (u ) e

−u

du

(5.8)

0

Figure 10 clearly shows that the resonant part of the recombination cross section overpowers
the non-resonant part, thus significantly contributing for electron temperatures below 1 eV .

5.4 Motional Stark effect
It was found in Paper I, that the use of a simple Ecut in Eq.(5.5) clearly overestimated the
rate coefficient in the upper part of the spectrum, close to the second ionization limit. On the
contrary, the calculated dielectronic recombination of lithium-like sodium ions, in the energy
region indicated in Figure 6, is insensitive to the presence of the magnetic fields that may be
present in a typical storage ring experiment. Therefore this interesting subject will be
discussed in following paragraphs only in the case of beryllium, see Paper I.
Consider beam of electrons and singly ionized beryllium atoms merged in the electron cooler
of CRYRING [57]. Instead of solving the exact problem of dielectronic recombination in the
presence of motional electric field, we rather decided to estimate effects of the external fields
on rate coefficient using already solved problem of the field free DR resonances in the lithiumlike beryllium [54]. Such an estimation is based on the well known fact (see the work of Harmin
[58]) that within the single n-manifold, even the relatively weak external electric field can mix
the low- substates (accessible from the continuum) with the higher- substates (that are
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steady against auto-ionization). Within the same n-manifold, an external field of the
strength F may change the competition between the electron capture RC (or auto-ionization
AI) and the radiative stabilization through the DR channel, see Eq.(1.1).

α(T) / [10 -9 cm 3 s-1]

1.4
1.2
1.0

RR+DR

0.8
0.6

2 p 7l

0.4

RR

0.2
0
1

10

3

2

10

T / [K]

10

4

10

Figure 10 The temperature dependence of the isotropic rate coefficient in the case of lithium-like sodium ions. The contribution of
the DR channel is obviously larger than of competitive RR channel. The 1 eV corresponds to temperature of 11604 K .

Since most of the interaction region is a field free (see Figure 11(b)), the electron capture
a
+
rate Aion
ions to any of doubly excited states Be+ (1s 2 2 p j n j ' )
→d , from the ground state of Be
remains fairly unaffected by the weak toroidal magnetic field. The radiative stabilization
rates Adr →s of doubly-excited states also remain unchanged by the toroidal magnet, since they
are completely governed by the inner electron transition 2 p j → 2 s1/ 2 , see Table 3 in Ref.[54],
while the influence of motional electric fields on n ≤ 3 states is negligible.

Figure 11 The influence of the external magnetic fields on the calculated recombination of Be + ions [54]. (a) Close to the second
ionization limit, due the large density of doubly excited states, any sub-state truncation of the sum (5.5) within the ncut = 7
manifold may introduce drastic changes in the calculated rate coefficient spectra. (b) Spatial distribution of the motional electric field
strength along the recombined ions trajectory. The indicated maximum value of magnetic flux density in the main dipole magnet
corresponds to the Be + ions only.
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Estimation of the toroidal magnet influence
However, once formed high- doubly excited states with small AI rates ( Aa ) and large
multiplicity gd may, during the flight time through the toroidal magnet, experience the mixing
effects with the low- doubly excited states that have large AI rates. Consequently the
strength of the corresponding resonances, see Eq.(1.6), can be reduced through the new
values of the branching ratio (1.7)

∑A
B (F ) =
A +∑A

r
d→s

s

d

a
F

s

(5.9)

r
d→s

where AFa = k ( F ) Aa , with k ( F → 0) = 1 being the field strength dependent coefficient. Moreover,
the motional electric field in the main dipole magnet is capable of re-ionizing the high Rydberg
states of recombined beryllium atoms. The basic approach to the field ionization probability
used in Ref.[54] will be presented in the Section 5.6, at page 38. Here it will be shortly
discussed the issue of mixing the -sublevels within the same n-manifold and estimation of
field coefficient k ( F ) for the each group of observed doubly-excited states in the recombined
beryllium ions.

5.5 Estimation of the toroidal magnet influence
The motional electric field strengths in the toroidal magnet (see Figure 11(b)) are too weak
to cause field ionization of n ≤ 15 Rydberg states. Namely, to inhibit beam spread, a magnetic
field with induction of B = 0.03 T was applied parallel to the ion beam axis. Depending upon the
angle between the ion and electron beams, this magnetic field appears as a motional electric
field with the strengths up to Fmax = 8.72(1) ⋅ 10-7 a.u. All doubly excited Be∗∗ high- states, formed
within the edge of the interaction region, may mix with the low- states due to Fmax . However,
the fraction of such states among the total production rate of doubly excited states is below
3%. On the other side, about 7% of totally produced double excited states may experience the
field strength that is only half of the Fmax value. Thus 90% of the produced doubly excited
states safely stabilizes through the radiative decay into the bound, singly excited states
Be∗ (1s 2 2 s1/ 2 n ' ≤ 21 ' j ' ) , and unharmed continue their flight toward the correction magnet (see
Figure 11(b)).
A rough estimation of the new field induced auto-ionization rates

AFa is based on

determination of the statistically averaged field coefficient k ( F ) . In the external field, the
total angular momentum J is not a good quantum number any longer, so the first step is an
averaging of the calculated field-free auto-ionization rates

Aa

(over all possible values of J

within each of the n ≤ 7 manifolds). The second step is to diagonalize the zero-field energy
matrix constructed with previously obtained RMBPT energies, including the Stark perturbation
for two different field strengths ( Fmax / 2 and Fmax ). As the result of such a diagonalization, the
mixing coefficients CFn j are obtained and used to estimate how the field induced mixing
changes the averaged auto-ionization rates,

AFa =

∑ ( CFn j ) Aa
2

j

k (F ) ≈ k (F ) =
MJ

AFa
Aa

(5.10)

where an additional averaging over the magnetic quantum numbers M J is assumed. As can be
seen from the Table 3 of Ref.[54], the auto-ionization rates can vary with the orbital quantum
number with several orders of magnitude. Thus, even for the weak mixing effects the values
of k ( F ) may become large, as illustrated in Table 4, and the strengths of Be(1s 2 2 p 7i ) and

Be(1s 2 2 p 6h) resonances may become strongly reduced, according to Eq.(5.9).
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Table 4 The statistically averaged values of the field induced auto-ionization coefficient, calculated according to Eq.(5.10).
k (F )

s
p
d
f
g
h
i

0.999
1.085
0.880
0.356
3.750
50.44
373.7

0.999
1.138
0.713
0.660
5.422
65.46
492.7

s
p
d
f
g

1.000
1.011
0.991
0.684
6.112

1.000
1.129
0.976
0.651
7.498

n L F=4.36(1)10-7au

F=8.72(1)10-7au

6

F=8.72(1)10-7au

s
p
d
f
g
h

1.000
0.992
0.940
0.453
4.541
76.10

1.000
1.021
0.905
0.488
5.475
95.00

4

5

7

n L F=4.36(1)10-7au

k (F )

s
p
d
f

1.000
1.003
1.111
1.324

1.000
1.025
1.116
1.428

However, the fraction of doubly-excited states that may experience such an effect is rather
small to explain the overall disagreement between the theory and experiment (for an example
see Figure 2 in in Ref.[54], i.e. Paper I). It is thus more likely that the logical explanation for
this mismatch has to be searched in the stronger motional electric fields present in the
correctional and main dipole magnet.

5.6 The main dipole magnet
At the time of their arrival in the correction or main dipole magnet, the recombined Be+ ions
(having one highly excited electron) can be re-ionized, and turned back to the circulating ion
beam if their trajectories match the ring’s angular acceptance. The knowledge of the lowest
principal quantum number ncut (see Eq.(16) in Paper I) of the Rydberg electron in the singly
excited beryllium atoms, that will not be stripped off in the main dipole magnet is of great
importance for the calculation of the total recombination cross section (5.5). However, it is
more appropriate to consider the survival probability of the beryllium atoms in the main dipole
magnet, depending on the principal and orbital quantum numbers of the Rydberg electron. The
details can be found in Figure 4 of Paper I, and in the following paragraph only the used
formulae will be presented.
The response of the zero-field first-order binding energies in the beryllium atom Es ( F = 0) ,
see Eq. (3.20), to the applied external field F (Stark map), is visualized by solving the set of
secular equations:

det ( Es ( F = 0) − Es ( F ) ) 1 + VF  M = 0
J

M J = 0, ±1,... ± J .

(5.11)

The matrix elements of the perturbation operator VF = − d ⋅ F are calculated using the nonhydrogenic formulas given by Ryde [59].
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Figure 12 Survival probability of Be excited states after passing through the main dipole magnet. The bars represent statistically
averaged (over all possible values of M J and J quantum numbers) survival probabilities; the solid line gives a description of L averaged survival probabilities for each of the manifolds considered.

The survival probabilities are obtained according to the following formula


dx 
µ
( F ( x))
Psurv (nkm) = exp  − ∫ Γ nkm

vion 


(5.12)

µ
is taken from Refs.[60, 61] if the quantum
where k = n1 − n2 . The field ionization probability Γ nkm

defect µ is less than 0.05, otherwise equal to infinity for the levels reaching the classical
ionization limit. The changes of the field strength along the ion beam trajectory F ( x) are
accounted in the accordance with Figure 11(b). The results for the quantum defect limit set to
0.05 are summarized in Figure 12, and comparing them with the related Figure 4(b) in Paper I
(obtained with µ = 0.01 ), one may conclude that simplified model presented here crucially
depends on the nature of level crossings in the obtained Stark maps.
The observed disagreement between the experimental and the calculated total rate
coefficient for recombination of the lithium-like beryllium ions, can be reduced if the field
induced effects are afterwards introduced in the calculations. Motional electric fields appearing
in the toroidal magnet, do not affect the production rate of the doubly excited states, but with
the minor weight may decrease their radiative stabilization probability. It is also interesting
that the different values of cut can change significantly the structure of calculated rate
coefficient, see Figure 11(a). Although this work do not solves the problem exactly, it
introduces the simple method to test the sensitivity of the calculated rate coefficients on the
motional electric fields.
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Appendix A
Second quantization

A.1 General one- and two-body operators
In the formalism of the second quantization, one- and two-body operators are represented
with creation a † and annihilation a operators as [23]
N

N

F = ∑ f i = ∑ ai† a j i f j
i =1

G = ∑ g ij =
i< j

ij

1
∑ ai† a†j al ak ij g kl
2 ijkl

(A.1)

where i is a solution of the single-particle eigenproblem (3.2), and in the case of an open-shell
system it may represents core orbital (occupied in all determinants α

(0)

of the model space ),

valence orbital (may be occupied or unoccupied in the model space) or virtual orbital unoccupied in all determinants that form model space. In the case of lithium-like ions, the
model space P is usually build of 1s 2 2 s1/ 2 , 1s 2 2 p1/ 2 and 1s 2 2 p3 / 2 configurations, where 1s is a core
orbital, 2s1/ 2 , 2 p1/ 2 and 2 p3/ 2 are valence orbitals, while 3s1/ 2 , 3 p1/ 2,3 / 2 , 3d 3 / 2,5 / 2 and so on, are virtual
orbitals belonging to orthogonal Q space. When acting on the model space, creation of the core
orbital and annihilation of the virtual orbital is forbidden, that is

aa† P = ar P = 0 ,

(A.2)

where the convention of denoting the core orbitals with a, b, c, d .... , virtual with r , s, t , u.... and
valence with m, n, p, q.... letters is used. The main property of an open shell system is

am† P ∧ am P ≠ 0 , which means that creation and absorption of valence orbitals in model space is
allowed. The referent state or “vacuum” level is a Dirac-Fock determinant with all core orbitals
occupied (like 1s 2 closed shell core) and all the remaining ones are unoccupied. The normal
ordering of the creation and annihilation operators assumes their permutation to ensure zero
expectation value for the vacuum level. Practically normal ordering implies aa† , am and ar to
appear to the right of aa , am† and ar† , which is achieved by means of anti-commutation relations

 ai† , a †j  = 0
+

 ai , a j  = 0
+

 ai , a †j  = δ ij
+

(A.3)

A.2 Normal-ordering of one-body operators
The normal order of one-body operator, with ij in (A.1) running over all orbitals, is obtained by
separation with respect to the nature of creation operator:

F = ∑ aa† a j a f j + ∑ am† a j m f j + ∑ ar† a j r f j
aj

mj

(A.4)

rj

The second and third terms are already in normal form since their operation on model space
will give zero (if j is virtual orbital) or single-excitations within models space or out of it. Using
the Eq. (A.3) in the normal form ( aa† a j = δ aj − a j aa† ), the first term will however contain the zero-
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{

}

excitations within core, since − a j aa† = aa† a j will always produce zero. Thus, normal form of (A.4)
is the sum of a number (zero-excitations) and a normal-ordered single-excitations operator:
core

{F } = ∑
a

all

a f a + ∑ {ai† a j } i f j

(A.5)

ij

zero-excitations

single-excitations

A.3 Normal-ordering of two-body operators
The first step towards normal form of a two-body operator (A.1), is its separation into four
parts with respect to the nature of creation operators:
Part 1

G=

Part 2

1
1
ar† as† al ak rs g kl + ∑ aa† ar† al ak ar g kl +
∑
2 rskl
2 arkl
1
1
ar† aa† al ak ra g kl + ∑ aa† ab† al ak ab g kl
∑
2 rakl
2 abkl
Part 3

(A.6)

Part 4

where, in the sake of clarity, valence orbitals are contained in virtual ones. First part is already
in the normal form; the second part is a bit more demanding, but manageable once it is

{

}

{

}

{

}

realized that aa† ar† al ak = ar† al δ ak − ar† ak δ al + aa† ar† al ak , thus:

1
1
{ar† al }δ ak − {ar† ak } δ al + {aa† ar† al ak } ar g kl = ∑ {ar† al } ar g al −
∑


2 arkl
2 arl
1
1
− ∑ {ar† ak } ar g ka + ∑ {aa† ar† al ak } ar g kl =
2 ark
2 arkl
1
1
ar† ak }  ar g ak − ar g ka  + ∑ {aa† ar† al ak } ar g kl
{
∑
2 ark
2 arkl

Part 2 =

Part 2a

(A.7)

Part 2b

{

}

{

}

{

}

Quite similar, with use of ar† aa† al ak = ar† ak δ al − ar† al δ ak + ar† aa† al ak , third part becomes

1
1
{ar† ak } δ al − {ar† al } δ ak + {ar† aa† al ak } ra g kl = ∑ {ar† ak } ra g ka −
∑


2 rakl
2 ark
1
1
− ∑ {ar† al } ra g al + ∑ {ar† aa† al ak } ra g kl =
2 arl
2 arkl
1
1
ar† ak }  ra g ka − ar g ak  + ∑ {ar† aa† al ak } ra g kl
{
∑
2 ark
2 arkl

Part 3 =

Part 3a

(A.8)

Part 3b

The most tedious is the fourth part that can be separated with the use of the following result:

aa† ab† al ak = δ ak δ lb − δ al δ kb + {ab† al }δ ak − {ab† ak }δ al + {aa† ak }δ lb − {aa† al }δ kb + {aa† ab† al ak }

(A.9)

and it is also containing four sub-parts in the form of:
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Part 4a

Part 4b

1
1
 ab g ab − ab g ba  + ∑ {ab† ak }  ab g ak − ab g ka  +
∑
2 ab
2 abk
1
1
+ ∑ {aa† ak }  ab g kb − ab g bk  + ∑ {aa† ab† al ak } ab g kl
2 abk
2 abkl

Part 4 =

Part 4c

(A.10)

Part 4d

Remaining is the collection of all related terms corresponding to the zero-, single- and doubleexcitations.

A.4 Zero-excitations in one- and two-body operators
Only the Part 4a of (A.10) contributes to the zero-excitations of two-body operators, that is

G0 =

1 core
∑  ab g ab − ab g ba 
2 ab 

(A.11)

while the zero-excitations of one-body operators are given by first term of Eq.(A.5):
core

F0 = ∑ a f a

(A.12)

a

A.5 Single-excitations in one- and two-body operators
First summation of Part 2a (from (A.7)) and Part 4b (from (A.10)) is performed. After the
summation of Part 3a (from (A.8)) and Part 4c (from (A.10), with proper change of indices
b → a and i → j ) one gets the expression in which another change of indices ( j → i and k → j )
enables us to write single-excitations in two-body operators as
all

core

ij

a

G1 = ∑ {ai† a j } ∑  ia g ja − ai g ja 

(A.13)

and in the case of one-body operators (second term of Eq.(A.5)):
all

F1 = ∑ {ai† a j } i f j

(A.14)

ij

A.6 Double-excitations in two-body operators
Part 1 (from (A.6)) and Part 3b (from (A.8)) can be summed directly, as well as Part 2b (from
(A.7)) and Part 4c (from (A.10)). Those two sums can be unified in one expression over all
orbitals giving us the contribution of double-excitations for two-body operators:

G2 =

1 all † †
∑{ai a j al ak } ij g kl
2 ijkl

(A.15)

A.7 Second quantization of the N -electron Hamiltonian
In order to express the full Hamiltonian H

N

in terms of the zero-, single- and double-

excitations, it is necessary to break down the right-hand side of (3.1), with use of the results
derived above.
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The electrostatic part V es of the perturbation V (in atomic units), can be represented as sum
of one-electron part −U and the two-electron part C , that is,
N

N

i =1

i< j

V es = −U + C = −∑ u (ri ) + ∑ r12−1
F

(A.16)

G

Using the analogy of (A.1) and the results (A.11) - (A.15), it is straightforward to divide model
Hamiltonian H 0 (see Eq.(3.2)) and electrostatic perturbation into normal-ordered zero-,
single- and double-excitations operators:
N

core

all

H 0 = ∑ h0 (i ) ≡ ∑ ai† a j i h0 j = ∑ a h0 a + ∑ {ai† a j } i h0 j =
i =1

ij

a

core

V0es = −U 0 + C0 = ∑ a −u a +
a

all

ij

εa

εiδij

core

∑ε

all

a

a

+ ∑ {ai† ai } ε i

zeroexcitations

singleexcitations

1 core
 ab r12−1 ab − ab r12−1 ba 
∑

2 ab 
all

(A.17)

i

(A.18)

core

V1es = −U1 + C1 = ∑ {ai† a j } i −u j + ∑ {ai† a j } ∑  ia r12−1 ja − ai r12−1 ja 
ij
ij
a
all
core

 all
V1es = ∑ {ai† a j }  i −u j + ∑  ia r12−1 ja − ai r12−1 ja   = ∑ {ai† a j } i v j
ij
a

 ij

(A.19)

i v j effective potential

V2es =

1 all † †
∑{ai a j al ak } ij r1−21 kl
2 ijkl

(A.20)

Note that single-excitations in the model Hamiltonian (A.17) are possible only for valence
orbitals within model space, and thus the expectation value of (A.17) is equivalent to zeroorder energy given by Eq.(3.4). Furthermore, if the single-particle orbitals i are generated
with the average potential u (ri ) being Hartree-Fock potential, then the matrix of the effective
potential i v j vanishes, forcing the disappearance of single-excitations in electrostatic part of
the perturbation.
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Appendix B
The Sodium results

Table 5 Calculated positions, widths and strengths for the Na 7 + (1s 2 p j 7
2

j'

)

resonances. The radiative rate is calculated using the

Eq.(1.8) while the resonace strength is obtained according to Eq.(1.6).
Conﬁguration:
jj term
LS term
to %
to %
3
P2 67%
01) (2p3/2 7p1/2 )2 68%
3
D2 21%
3
D1 68%
3
02) (2p1/2 7d3/2 )1 95%
P1 18%
1
P1 14%
3
S1 53%
03) (2p3/2 7p1/2 )1 83%
3
P1 46%
3
G3 70%
1
04) (2p1/2 7f5/2 )3 99%
F3 20%
3
F3 10%
3
G4 42%
3
05) (2p1/2 7f7/2 )4 99%
F4 31%
1
G4 27%
3
D3 39%
3
06) (2p1/2 7f7/2 )3 96%
F3 36%
1
F3 23%
3
F2 49%
1
07) (2p1/2 7f5/2 )2 80%
D2 20%
3
D2 14%
3
H4 69%
1
08) (2p1/2 7g7/2 )4 99%
G4 18%
3
G4 14%
3
H5 38%
3
09) (2p1/2 7g9/2 )5 100%
G5 31%
1
H5 31%
3
F4 50%
3
10) (2p1/2 7g9/2 )4 97%
G4 28%
1
G4 22%
3
G3 51%
1
11) (2p1/2 7g7/2 )3 99%
F3 28%
3
F3 21%
3
I5 69%
1
12) (2p1/2 7h9/2 )5 99%
H5 17%
3
H5 14%
3
I6 37%
1
13)(2p1/2 7h11/2 )6 100%
I6 32%
3
H6 31%
3
H4 45%
1
14) (2p1/2 7h9/2 )4 100%
G4 31%
3
G4 24%
No.
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Position:
Epos
(meV)

Width:
Γa
(eV)

24.352

4.848[-4]

736.57

27.318

6.122[-3]

9301.37

35.288

2.617[-2]

39765.92

43.310

1.714[-2]

26042.07

53.576

1.781[-2]

27063.64

64.023

4.074[-4]

619.04

68.368

1.586[-4]

240.98

82.474

1.639[-2]

24896.48

83.206

1.641[-2]

24929.86

88.477

2.895[-4]

439.87

90.161

2.967[-4]

450.77

91.247

9.780[-3]

14858.22

5.08

(2p 5g) 3 H4 2.00
(2p 6g) 3 H4 2.14

75.71

91.356

9.780[-3]

14858.47

5.07

(2p 5g) 3 G5 2.04
(2p 6g) 3 G5 2.18

89.32

92.161

9.836[-5]

149.44

5.02

(2p 5g) 3 G3 1.84
(2p 6g) 3 G3 2.06

58.65

Aa
(109 s−1 )

Dragan Nikolié

This work: calculation only
Ar
(109 s−1 )
(2s 2p) 3 P2 8.10
15.35
(2p 3s) 3 P2 2.04
(2p 2p) 3 P0 19.2, 3 P1 4.08
36.29 (2p 2p) 1 S0 2.53
(2p 3p) 3 P0 2.34
(2s 2p) 3 P2 9.13
15.38
(2p 3s) 3 P2 2.16
(2p 3d) 1 D2 4.54
12.70 (2p 4d) 3 F2 2.91
(2p 5d) 3 F2 1.70
(2p 3d) 3 F3 2.89, 3 D3 1.34
12.06 (2p 4d) 3 F3 1.95
(2p 5d) 3 F3 1.33
(2p 3d) 3 D2 2.43, 3 P2 1.16
12.33 (2p 4d) 3 D2 1.53, 1 D2 1.14
(2p 5d) 1 D2 1.13
(2p 3d) 3 D1 2.68
12.40 (2p 4d) 3 D1 1.78
(2p 5d) 3 D1 1.10
(2p 4f ) 3 F3 1.59
7.31 (2p 5f ) 1 F3 1.20
(2p 6f ) 3 G3 1.32
(2p 4f ) 3 F4 1.91
7.26 (2p 5f ) 3 F4 2.09
(2p 6f ) 3 F4 1.51
(2p 4f ) 1 F3 1.55
7.35 (2p 5f ) 3 F3 1.21
(2p 6f ) 3 F3 1.30
(2p 4f ) 3 F2 1.92
7.33 (2p 5f ) 3 F2 1.86
(2p 6f ) 3 F2 1.25

Strength: Sd
(10−20 eV cm2 )
382.02

491.30

161.75

253.89

250.55

163.63

106.69

98.71

118.71

90.99

69.29

The Sodium results

(

Table 5 continued …

)

Conﬁguration:
jj term
LS term
to %
to %
3
G5 55%
3
15) (2p1/2 7h11/2 )5 99%
H5 24%
1
H5 20%
3
I5 42%
1
16)(2p1/2 7i11/2 )5 100%
H5 32%
3
H5 26%
3
H6 58%
3
17) (2p1/2 7i13/2 )6 99%
I6 22%
1
I6 19%
3
K6 69%
1
18) (2p1/2 7i11/2 )6 99%
I6 16%
3
I6 14%
3
K7 37%
1
19)(2p1/2 7i13/2 )7 100%
K7 32%
3
I7 31%
1
D2 68%
3
20) (2p3/2 7p3/2 )2 56%
F2 12%
3
P2 11%

Position:
Epos
(meV)

Width:
Γa
(eV)

92.227

9.888[-5]

150.22

92.395

1.514[-5]

23.00

92.556

1.533[-5]

23.30

93.247

3.051[-3]

4635.55

93.413

3.051[-3]

4635.34

123.960

1.115[-3]

1694.23

16.16

(2s 2p) 1 P1 8.04
(2p 3s) 1 P1 1.47

79.88

F4 99%

186.926

4.177[-3]

6345.68

(2p 3p) 3 D3 5.16
10.16 (2p 4p) 3 D3 2.18
(2p 5p) 3 D3 1.08

60.47

D2 51%
D2 19%
3
F2 16%
3
P2 14%

217.178

3.361[-3]

5105.82

22.89

266.696

1.828[-3]

2777.59

291.997

9.146[-2]

138957.65

309.074

9.718[-3]

14764.15

323.597

1.479[-2]

22471.35

331.344

1.902[-2]

28899.83

351.120

7.341[-3]

11153.43

12.54

(2p 3d) 3 F2 3.23, 3 D2 1.39
(2p 4d) 1 D2 1.59, 3 D2 1.09

30.91

12785.87

(2p 3d) 3 D3 3.33, 3 F3 1.04
12.30 (2p 4d) 3 D3 2.08
(2p 5d) 3 D3 1.21

38.46

No.

21) (2p3/2 7d5/2 )4 99%

3

Aa
(109 s−1 )

This work: calculation only
Ar
(109 s−1 )

Strength: Sd
(10−20 eV cm2 )

(2p 5g) 3 F4 1.97
(2p 6g) 3 F4 1.40

71.65

3.76 (2p 6h) 3 H4 2.94

47.67

5.02

(2p 6h) 3 G5 2.90
3.76 (2s 7i) 3 I7 0.51
(2s 7i) 1 I6 0.19
(2p 6h) 3 I5 2.92
3.83 (2s 7i) 3 I5 0.51
(2s 7i) 3 I6 0.27
(2p 6h) 3 I6 3.04
3.83 (2s 7i) 1 I6 0.52
(2s 7i) 3 I7 0.27

56.34

66.07

76.09

1
3

22) (2p3/2 7d3/2 )2 50%

3

23) (2p3/2 7d3/2 )3 46%

D3 74%
3
F3 23%
1

24) (2p3/2 7p3/2 )0 92%
25) (2p3/2 7d5/2 )2 51%
26) (2p3/2 7d3/2 )1 91%
27) (2p3/2 7d3/2 )0 100%

S0 90%
P0 10%
3
P2 50%
3
D2 47%
3
P1 77%
3
D1 23%
3

3

P0 100%

(2p 2p) 3 P2 22.3
32.90 (2p 3p) 3 P2 2.84,
(2p 4p) 3 P2 1.32
(2s 2p) 1 P1 8.24
15.00
(2p 3s) 1 P1 1.52
(2p 2p) 3 P2 19.1,
32.48
(2p 3p) 3 P2 2.28,
(2p 2p) 3 P1 12.2,
29.97
(2p 3p) 3 P1 2.09,
(2p 2p) 3 P1 17.1
27.23
(2p 3p) 3 P1 2.81,

1

28) (2p3/2 7f5/2 )3 87%

F3 43%
G3 30%
3
F3 27%
3

3

29) (2p3/2 7f7/2 )4 82%

The Sodium results

F4 67%
3
G4 30%

355.812

8.416[-3]

(2p 2p) 3 P1 8.08, 1 D2 4.81
(2p 3p) 1 P1 1.69

3

D3 1.66

64.93

105.61

6.36
3

P1 3.22
S1 1.19
3
P2 7.67
3
S1 1.59
3

3

S1 2.05

64.88
34.34
10.16
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Table 5 continued …

No.

Conﬁguration:
jj term
LS term
to %
to %

30)(2p3/2 7f7/2 )5 100%

3

G5 100%

Position:
Epos
(meV)

Width:
Γa
(eV)

Aa
(109 s−1 )

376.704

2.479[-2]

37669.42

392.726

7.451[-3]

11319.89

393.003

6.259[-4]

950.92

393.137

7.504[-3]

11400.44

402.347

2.656[-2]

40352.55

406.124

5.672[-4]

861.82

406.214

4.350[-3]

6609.66

5.04

(2p 5g) 3 H4 1.91
(2p 6g) 1 G4 2.04

16.89

406.304

4.351[-3]

6609.82

5.04

(2p 5g) 3 G5 1.94
(2p 6g) 3 G5 2.07

19.95

410.647

6.700[-5]

101.80

411.180

3.807[-4]

578.39

411.634

1.319[-3]

2004.00

411.792

1.319[-3]

2003.74

412.698

3.81[-6]

5.80

5.05

(2p 5g) 3 G3 1.80
(2p 6g) 3 G3 1.92

7.28

412.758

2.575[-5]

39.12

5.04

(2p 5g) 3 F4 1.85
(2p 6g) 3 F4 1.98

14.74

(2p 6h) 3 H4 2.80
3.78 (2s 7i) 3 I5 0.46
(2s 7i) 3 I6 0.25

0.46

1

31) (2p3/2 7g7/2 )4 95%

32) (2p3/2 7f7/2 )3 85%

33) (2p3/2 7g9/2 )5 96%

G4 39%
H4 31%
3
G4 30%
3
D3 59%
3
F3 27%
1
F3 13%
3
G5 69%
3
H5 18%
1
H5 13%
3

1

34) (2p3/2 7f5/2 )4 82%

3

G4 69%
G4 28%

3

35) (2p3/2 7f5/2 )2 97%
36) (2p3/2 7h9/2 )5 97%

37)(2p3/2 7h11/2 )6 98%

38) (2p3/2 7g9/2 )4 94%

39) (2p3/2 7g7/2 )3 96%

40) (2p3/2 7i11/2 )6 98%

41) (2p3/2 7i13/2 )7 98%

42) (2p3/2 7h9/2 )4 97%

43)(2p3/2 7h11/2 )5 96%

44) (2p3/2 7i11/2 )5 98%
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D2 48%
F2 35%
1
H5 38%
3
H5 31%
3
I5 31%
3
H6 69%
3
I6 17%
1
I6 14%
3
F4 51%
3
G4 28%
1
G4 21%
3
G3 49%
1
F3 27%
3
F3 24%
1
I6 37%
3
I6 32%
3
K6 31%
3
I7 69%
3
K7 17%
1
K7 14%
3
H4 55%
1
G4 25%
3
G4 20%
3
G5 45%
3
H5 30%
1
H5 25%
3
I5 58%
1
H5 23%
3
H5 19%
3

414.176

9[-8]

0.14

This work: calculation only
Ar
(109 s−1 )
(2p 3d) 3 F4 5.75
12.95 (2p 4d) 3 F4 3.30
(2p 5d) 3 F4 1.88
(2p 4f ) 3 G3 1.84
7.31 (2p 5f ) 3 G3 1.96
(2p 6f ) 1 F3 1.39
(2p 3d) 3 P2 3.03, 3 D3 1.22
12.50 (2p 4d) 3 P2 2.05
(2p 5d) 3 P2 1.17
(2p 4f ) 3 G4 1.57
7.28 (2p 5f ) 3 G4 1.78
(2p 6f ) 3 F4 1.30
(2p 3d) 1 F3 3.36, 3 F3 1.55
11.52 (2p 4d) 1 F3 2.14
(2p 5d) 1 F3 1.31
(2p 3d) 3 P1 1.85, 3 D2 1.01
12.54
(2p 4d) 3 P1 1.29

(2p 4f ) 3 D3 1.85
7.35 (2p 5f ) 3 D3 1.80
(2p 6f ) 3 D3 1.29
(2p 4f ) 3 D2 1.52
7.46 (2p 5f ) 3 D2 1.53
(2p 6f ) 3 D2 1.13
(2p 6h) 1 H5 2.89
3.79 (2s 7i) 3 I6 0.37
(2s 7i) 3 I5 0.35
(2p 6h) 3 H6 2.93
3.79 (2s 7i) 3 I7 0.38
(2s 7i) 1 I6 0.35

Strength: Sd
(10−20 eV cm2 )
46.79

20.72

27.19

25.20

31.87

18.83

18.60

15.52

14.79

17.05

The Sodium results

The Sodium results

(

Table 5 continued …

)

Conﬁguration:
jj term
LS term
to %
to %
3
H6 42%
3
45) (2p3/2 7i13/2 )6 98%
I6 31%
1
I6 27%

Position:
Epos
(meV)

Width:
Γa
(eV)

Aa
(109 s−1 )

414.328

1.8[-7]

0.28

H6 100%

418.200

2.386[-2]

36242.43

H5 56%
H5 44%

419.471

2.394[-2]

36366.28

F3 87%
D3 10%

419.915

2.646[-2]

40201.16

K7 53%
K7 47%

423.828

4.275[-3]

6494.79

K8 100%

423.996

4.274[-3]

6493.52

I6 54%
I6 46%

424.198

1.400[-2]

21271.08

I7 100%

424.263

1.400[-2]

21266.29

H4 100%
H5 54%
1
H5 46%

425.577

2.798[-5]

42.51

425.727

2.823[-5]

42.89

3

G3 100%

431.534

1.384[-4]

210.32

G4 56%
G4 44%

431.613

1.546[-4]

234.90

D1 100%

442.968

1.040[-3]

1579.74

F2 100%

443.074

1.806[-4]

274.36

F3 56%
F3 44%

443.765

1.012[-3]

1537.73

D2 62%
D2 35%

458.554

7.351[-4]

1116.79

P1 85%
D1 10%

460.483

1.644[-2]

24975.59

No.

46) (2p3/2 7g9/2 )6 100%

3

1

47) (2p3/2 7g7/2 )5 96%

3

1

48) (2p3/2 7d5/2 )3 50%

3
1

49) (2p3/2 7i11/2 )7 98%
50) (2p3/2 7i13/2 )8 100%

3
3
1

51) (2p3/2 7h9/2 )6 98%

3

52)(2p3/2 7h11/2 )7 100%

3

53) (2p3/2 7i11/2 )4 100%

3
3

54) (2p3/2 7i13/2 )5 98%
55) (2p3/2 7h9/2 )3 100%

3

56) (2p3/2 7h11/2 )4 97%

1

57) (2p3/2 7f5/2 )1 100%

3

58) (2p3/2 7g7/2 )2 100%

3

3

59) (2p3/2 7g9/2 )3 96%

1
1

60) (2p3/2 7f7/2 )2 98%

3
1

61) (2p3/2 7d5/2 )1 87%

The Sodium results

3

This work: calculation only
Ar
Strength: Sd
(109 s−1 )
(10−20 eV cm2 )
(2p 6h) 3 G5 2.86
3.78 (2s 7i) 1 I6 0.46
1.01
(2s 7i) 3 I7 0.25
(2p 4f ) 3 G5 2.66
28.39
7.38 (2p 5f ) 3 G5 2.26
3
(2p 6f ) G5 1.55
(2p 4f ) 1 G4 2.27
23.67
7.30 (2p 5f ) 1 G4 1.98
1
(2p 6f ) G4 1.37
(2p 2p) 1 D2 33.3, 3 P2 2.35
45.24 (2p 3p) 1 D2 4.07
93.22
1
(2p 4p) D2 1.89
(2p 6h) 1 I6 3.00
3.94
17.25
(2s 7i) 3 I6 0.89
(2p 6h) 3 I7 3.03
19.54
3.94
(2s 7i) 3 I7 0.91
(2p 5g) 1 H5 2.05
5.17
19.62
(2p 6g) 1 H5 2.14
(2p 5g) 3 H6 2.08
22.64
5.18
(2p 6g) 3 H6 2.17
3.86 (2p 6h) 3 G3 2.78
9.27
3.86 (2p 6h) 3 G4 2.86
(2p 5g) 3 F2 1.82
(2p 6g) 3 F2 1.89
(2p 5g) 3 F3 1.91
5.11
(2p 6g) 3 F3 1.98
(2p 3d) 3 P0,1 2.48, 2.05
12.74
(2p 4d) 3 P0,1 1.44, 1.35
(2p 4f ) 3 D1 2.06
7.43 (2p 5f ) 3 D1 1.73
(2p 6f ) 3 D1 1.17
(2p 4f ) 1 D2 2.05
7.59 (2p 5f ) 1 D2 1.76
(2p 6f ) 1 D2 1.22
(2p 3d) 1 P1 2.71
12.81
(2p 4d) 1 P1 1.72
(2p 2p) 1 S0 16.7, 3 P0 3.00
33.22 (2p 2p) 1 D2 2.03
(2p 3p) 1 S0 1.86, 1 P1 2.00
5.11

11.33
10.02
12.91
10.59

10.11

14.74

17.08

26.75
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Dielectronic recombination of lithiumlike beryllium: A theoretical and experimental investigation
T. Mohamed, D. Nikolić,* E. Lindroth, S. Madzunkov, M. Fogle, M. Tokman, and R. Schuch†
Stockholm Center for Physics, Astronomy and Biotechnology (SCFAB), Fysikum, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
共Received 8 February 2002; published 28 August 2002兲
Recombination spectra of lithiumlike Be ions, taken at the ion storage ring CRYRING, have been investigated with high-energy resolution. The absolute recombination rate coefficient is measured in the center-ofmass energy range 0–5 eV that covers all ⌬n⫽0 core excitations. The results are compared with ab initio
calculations and show very good agreement in the resonance energy positions. They also agree in the resonance
strengths, except close to the 2s 1/2→2p 1/2,3/2 core excitation limit and at the zero center-of-mass energy limit.
In the first case the calculated rate coefficient exceeds that of the experiment by up to a factor of 1.7 and in the
second it undervalues the experiment by 3.1. Interference effects of direct radiative recombination and recombination via doubly excited states are discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.022719

PACS number共s兲: 34.80.Lx, 31.25.Jf, 32.80.Dz

I. INTRODUCTION

In the description of ionized matter, electron-ion collisions play an important role. Recombination is a particularly
interesting outcome of such a collision, both from an applied
point of view and for testing our understanding of basic
atomic collision phenomena. Recombination data are directly
relevant to plasma modeling in fusion and astrophysical research. Here we present results on the recombination of lithiumlike Be. Two fundamental recombination processes are
possible when a single ion collides with a single electron.
Radiative recombination 共RR兲 is the time inverse of direct
photoionization:
Be⫹ ⫹e ⫺ →Be* ⫹ប  ,

共1兲

i.e., nonresonant electron capture directly into a vacant
bound state. The cross section for RR is inversely proportional to the relative electron-ion energy. It diverges consequently at zero energy, where the recombination probability
approaches unity, and decreases smoothly with increasing
energy. Dielectronic recombination 共DR兲 is the time inverse
of Auger decay, i.e., resonant radiationless capture of a continuum electron by a Be⫹ ion into an intermediate doubly
excited autoionizing state Be** , which, with a small but
finite probability, decays by photon emission. If the decay
occurs to a bound state, recombination is completed,
Be⫹ ⫹e ⫺ →Be** →Be* ⫹ប  .

共2兲

Besides the above-described recombination scenarios, more
than one electron can be involved in the collision and the
excess energy can then be carried away by another initially
free electron. This process is irrelevant in the present study
since only high quantum states can be populated, from where
the electron is removed by external fields before detection.
Through measurements of DR resonances, properties of
doubly excited states, such as energies, radiative decay rates,

and autoionization rates can be studied. Li-like ions have
been studied extensively during recent years: C3⫹ 关1兴, N4⫹
关2兴, F6⫹ 关3兴, Ne7⫹ 关4兴, Si11⫹ 关5兴, Cl14⫹ 关6兴, Ar15⫹ 关7兴, Ni25⫹
关8兴, Cu26⫹ 关9兴, Kr33⫹ 关10兴, Au76⫹ 关11兴, and U89⫹ 关12兴. The
reason is that Li-like ions are relatively simple and their
treatment is within the reach of ab initio calculations. Still,
they provide enough complexity for studying intriguing
many-body effects. With the resolution available in storage
rings equipped with electron coolers, they often show wellresolved spectra for low center-of-mass 共c.m.兲 collision energies. These spectra are determined by intershell excitations,
i.e., 2s 1/2→2p j core excitations and the initially free electron
is, generally, captured into a Rydberg state. Since the
2s 1/2-2 p j splitting scales with the nuclear charge (Z), but the
binding energy of the captured electron scales as Z 2 , it is
expected that the principal quantum number for the captured
electron decreases when lighter systems are studied. With
Be⫹ being the lightest Li-like positive ion, the lowest-energy
resonances are consequently of the type (2p 2 ) 1 S and all the
2ᐉ3ᐉ ⬘ states form resonances.
When both RR and DR are able to bring the ion from a
given initial state into the same final state, they cannot be
distinguished and their quantum mechanical amplitudes will
interfere. When the amplitudes are of similar magnitude this
interference should be observable in recombination spectra,
in accordance with observations in photoionization spectra
where asymmetric line shapes are well known and was put in
a theoretical framework several decades ago by Fano 关13兴.
Interference has been reported in a recombination experiment with trapped uranium ions 关14兴, but there is still no
theoretical confirmation of the effect in this system. A clear
example of RR-DR interference is therefore still missing. As
in Be the lowest-energy resonances are (2p 2 ) 1 S and 2ᐉ3ᐉ ⬘
doubly excited states, it is a candidate for detection of asymmetry as will be discussed below. The experiment is described in Sec. II and the theoretical framework in Sec. III A.
The results are analyzed and discussed in Secs. IV and V.
II. EXPERIMENT
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excitations 共approximately 5 eV in the c.m. frame兲. The voltage scan started after cooling the ion beam for 3 and had a
zig-zag pattern, i.e., the cathode voltage first went up for 1 s,
then down from its maximum, crossing the cooling voltage
to reach the minimum after 3 s and back to the cooling voltage again 关Fig. 1共a兲兴. In Fig. 1共a兲 the dashed line represents
the cathode voltage scan before space-charge potential correction that will be discussed in details in Sec. IV. The solid
line represents the cathode voltage scan after correction for
space-charge potential.
The interesting region of 0–5 eV c.m. energy was thus
scanned four times. Four data sets of spectra were recorded
in one measuring cycle with different conditions 关Fig. 1共a兲兴.
The electron velocity is higher than the ions in the first two
spectra and lower than the ion velocity in the latter two spectra. In the middle of the scan there is a point where the
electron velocity equals the ion velocity, thus its energy is
zero in the c.m. frame. After each cycle a new ion beam was
injected into the ring. The data were taken in 3997 complete
cycles. Each recorded event consists of the SBD pulse
height, the cathode voltage, and a time ramp that is digitized
in 7000 steps over the scan range. More details about this
scanning method can be found in Ref. 关16兴.
III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Calculation of resonances
FIG. 1. 共a兲 The gray histogram line represents the number of the
recombined ions as a function of the measurement time in each
cycle. The dashed line represents the cathode voltage as a function
of time before space-charge potential correction. The solid line represents the space-charge-corrected cathode voltage. 共b兲 The gray
line shows the spectrum before space-charge potential correction
and the black line represents the spectrum after space-charge correction.

holm. The Be⫹ beam was produced in a plasmatron ion
source and injected into the ring after preacceleration by a
radio-frequency quadrupole accelerator to an injection energy of 300 keV/amu. Final acceleration of the ions to an
energy of 1.2 MeV/amu was accomplished by a radiofrequency acceleration system while the ions were circulating in the ring. The number of stored ions was estimated to
be ⬇107 from the ion beam current that was measured by an
inductive current transformer. Recombined atoms formed in
the electron cooler were separated from the circulating beam
in the first bending 共main dipole兲 magnet downstream from
the cooler, and were detected by a surface barrier detector
共SBD兲 with an efficiency of 100%. The electron cooler was
set to provide an electron beam with a transverse temperature
(kT⬜ ) of 1 meV. Once the ion beam is cooled, a scanning of
the cathode voltage and data acquisition took place. For each
recombination event detected, the cathode voltage and the
time related to the scan trigger were recorded. Figure 1共a兲
shows typical raw data for Be⫹ as a histogram representing
the number of recombined ions as a function of time. The
interaction energy of the electrons with the ions in the cooler
was controlled by scanning the cathode voltage of the electron cooler over a certain range that covers all ⌬n⫽0 core

Accurate predictions of energy positions and widths of
doubly excited states can be accomplished with relativistic
many-body perturbation theory 共RMBPT兲, see, e.g., Ref. 关2兴
and references therein. Here we use RMBPT in an all-order
formulation, the so-called coupled-cluster single- and
double-excitation scheme 共CCSD兲 关17兴, where the full problem is reduced to a coupled two-particle problem. During the
formation of DR resonances the 2s 1/2 electron is excited to
2 p j where the excitation energy is provided by the binding
of a continuum electron. An accurate determination of the
2 p j -2s 1/2 splittings in the Be⫹ ion is therefore the first step
of the calculation of DR resonances. In a second step we
calculate the doubly excited states in Be accounting for the
interaction between the captured electron and the 1s 2 core as
well as for the interaction with the excited target electron.
This latter interaction is decisive for the properties of the
doubly excited state and determines not only the position but
also the lifetime of the state. Doubly excited states are generally very fragile and decay predominantly by autoionization, i.e., they are embedded in the continuum. To be able to
handle this situation, we use the complex rotation method
that makes a treatment of decaying states without explicit
continuum functions possible. The method directly gives the
autoionization width of a resonance as the imaginary part of
a complex energy. The many-body perturbation theory combined with complex rotation has been successfully applied in
both nonrelativistic 关18,19兴 and relativistic calculations
关1,2,7,20兴. The third step in the calculation is to calculate the
cross section for recombination, which after folding with the
relevant electron velocity distribution can be directly compared to experimental recombination spectra. This third step
is described in more detail below.
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B. Calculation of recombination cross section

To calculate the recombination cross section we use the
method previously described in Ref. 关21兴, which has been
applied to DR of lithiumlike F6⫹ 关21兴 and copperlike Pb53⫹
关22兴. The RR process, Eq. 共1兲, and DR process, Eq. 共2兲, both
start with Be⫹ in its ground state plus an incoming electron
and end with Be in a bound, but possibly excited, state plus
a photon. Recombination into this bound state s is the time
inverse of photoionization from s, and methods developed
for this latter process 关23兴 can be used. For recombination
calculations it is natural to write the cross section as a function of electron energy instead of as a function of photon
energy. These two quantities are, of course, locked to each
other via
ប  ⫽ e ⫹E ion⫺E s ,

共3兲

and the cross section for recombination can be written as

 ion→s 共  e 兲 ⫽
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共4兲

Equation 共4兲 thus gives the cross section for recombination
into a specific bound state s, and it is the basis for the calculated recombination spectra presented here. The total cross
section for field-free conditions can be obtained after summation over all bound states s. In storage ring experiments
the motional electric fields in the magnets will result in field
ionization of weakly bound states 共see Sec. V D兲, and thus
not all recombined ions are detected. To describe this, the
sum over s has to be truncated appropriately. Every 兩 ⌿ 典 in
Eq. 共4兲 represents a correlated many-particle state with complex energy. The sum over n goes over all states, 共discretized兲 continuum states as well as doubly excited states.
The presence of the continuum states enables the inclusion of
direct radiative recombination. For the doubly excited states
the complex energy can be written as E n ⫽E pos⫺i⌫/2.
Where E pos⫽Re兵 E n 其 determines the resonance position in
the cross-section spectra, while ⌫⫽⫺2⫻Im兵 E n 其 is the resonance full half-width. The statistical weight of the initial ion
ground state is denoted by g i , and here g i ⫽2.
Equation 共4兲 allows for interference between RR and DR
since the wave functions 兩 ⌿ n 典 implicitly include both the
so-called bound parts and the open channels. This is a property of the complex rotation method and through the open
channels the matrix elements obtain imaginary parts. The
real part of such a complex matrix element squared is responsible for the symmetric part of the cross section, while
the imaginary part directly introduces an asymmetric behavior. A more detailed discussion can be found in Ref. 关24兴.
The strength of a resonance is a useful concept and is
closely related to Eq. 共4兲. It is defined as the integrated cross
section due to a particular doubly excited state n. In the case
when, for a specific doubly excited state n, the numerator in

Eq. 共4兲 has a vanishingly small imaginary part, the contribution from that state takes the form of a Lorentz profile. Integration over  e will then give
S n⫽

冕
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r
is the radiative transition rate in the dipole apwhere A n→s
proximation, which is in the usual noncomplex rotated way
written as
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The sum in Eq. 共6兲 goes over all magnetic substates of the
two levels n and s, and is averaged over the magnetic substates of the initial state n by division with the multiplicity
g n . An implicit assumption in Eq. 共4兲, and thus in Eq. 共5兲, is
that the radiative rate A r is much smaller than the autoionization rate A a . In Eq. 共5兲 one can easily correct for this assumption by multiplication with the ratio between the capture rate and the total decay rate. Since all doubly excited
states studied here can only autoionize to the ground state of
the Be⫹ ion, the autoionization rate equals the capture rate. If
we also sum over all possible final recombined states s, we
find the frequently used formula

ប 3 2
gn
S n⫽
g i 2m e Re兵 E n ⫺E ion其

A an

r
兺s A n→s

A an ⫹

兺s

.

共7兲
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C. Conversion to rate coefficients

The acceleration of the electrons to an energy of around
700 eV reduces their longitudinal velocity spread. The transverse spread remains unaffected. The electron velocity distribution is described by the so-called ‘‘flattened’’ Maxwellian
distribution 关25兴,
f 共 vជ e ,⌬ v e 兲 ⫽

me
2  kT⬜
⫺

冑

冉

2
m e v e⬜
me
exp ⫺
2  kT 储
2kT⬜

冊

m e 共 v e 储 ⫺⌬ v e 兲 2
,
2kT 储

共8兲

with v e⬜ and v e 储 , respectively, being the perpendicular and
parallel components of the electron velocity vector vជ e with
respect to the ion beam direction. The detuning of the longitudinal velocity component of the electrons with respect to
the ions is expressed by ⌬ v e . The velocity spread of the ions
is generally negligible due to electron cooling and their
heavy mass. The relative motion between the electrons and
ions is thus governed only by the velocity spread of the
electrons.
The shapes of DR resonances are strongly affected by the
electron beam transverse temperature at low energies, while
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at high energies the experimental energy resolution ⌬ e is
determined by the electron velocity and longitudinal temperature kT 储 as 关26兴
⌬ e ⫽ 冑共 kT⬜ ln 2 兲 2 ⫹16 kT 储  e ln 2⬇3.33冑kT 储  e .

共9兲

In order to compare the theoretical results with the experimental rate coefficient, it is necessary to fold the calculated
cross section with the electron velocity distribution,

␣ theor共 ⌬ v e 兲 ⫽

冕

d 3 vជ e v e  共 v e 兲 f 共 vជ e ,⌬ v e 兲 ,

共10兲

which can also be expressed in the relative electron energy
scale as ␣ theor( e ).
IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The aim of the data analysis is to obtain the energy positions and the rate coefficients of the DR resonances from the
recorded data. As the cathode voltage is recorded by an
analog-to-digital converter as channel numbers, a voltage
calibration is needed for conversion of the voltage channels
back to the cathode voltage. In this calibration, random
events are recorded with the cooler cathode voltage being set
to several discrete values throughout the scan range used in
the measurements. As the channel number corresponding to
each voltage is well defined by the respective peak, the cathode voltage as a function of the channel number is obtained
by a fit. Due to the existence of the space charge potential
U sp , the real electron energy E e is related to the cathode
voltage U cath by
E e ⫽e 共 U cath⫺U sp兲 ,

共11兲

where U sp is modeling by the following formula 关27兴:
U sp共 v e 兲 ⫽ 共 1⫺  兲

Ir cm e c 2
v ee 2

冋

1⫹2 ln

冉 冊 冉 冊册
b
r
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a

velocity and ion velocity differ, the interaction between them
tends to drag the ions. The change of the ion energy during
the cathode voltage scan was found to correspond to a
change in the electron energy 共in laboratory frame兲 of 1 eV,
which corresponds to approximately 0.4 meV in the c.m.
system.
For transformation of the energy from the laboratory
frame to the c.m. frame, the space-charge-corrected electron
energy E e , and the drag-force-corrected ion energy E i for
each data point are inserted in the relativistic formula,

2

. 共12兲

Here v e is the laboratory frame electron velocity, I is electron
current, r c the classical electron radius, r the distance from
the electron beam axis, and a and b are the radii of the
electron beam and the cooler tube, respectively. The condition r⫽0 is assumed throughout the experiment because the
ion beam is only 1 mm in size after cooling and is aligned to
the axis of the electron beam. The parameter  represents the
contribution of the trapped ions, created by electron impact
ionization of residual gas molecules, to the space charge potential. The compensation parameter  can be determined by
inserting the values of the cathode voltage U cath and the electron energy E e at cooling into Eqs. 共11兲 and 共12兲. The real
electron velocity can be derived from the ion velocity at
cooling from the Schottky frequency and the length of the
ion orbit C in the ring. Besides the corrections for the spacecharge potential, another correction needs to be made. Figure
1共b兲 shows the spectrum that results from the cathode voltage scan before 共gray line兲 and after 共black line兲 the spacecharge potential correction, that produces a shift of ⬇0.9 eV
in the c.m. frame. During the scan, when the average electron

 e ⫽⫺ 共 m i ⫹m e 兲 c 2 ⫹ 关 兵 E i ⫹E e ⫹ 共 m i ⫹m e 兲 c 2 其 2
⫺ 共 冑E 2i ⫹2m i c 2 E i ⫹ 冑E 2e ⫹2m e c 2 E e 兲 2 兴 1/2.

共13兲

In the following paragraph we are going to discuss different
contributions to the uncertainty in c.m. energy  e . First, as
seen above, the overall changes in the ion energy do not
contribute to the uncertainty in the c.m. energy. There are
two contributions to the uncertainty which are important: the
dominant one is due to the conversion of the voltage channel
to the cathode voltage and the second one is due to the
space-charge correction. The uncertainty in the conversion
from the voltage channel to the cathode voltage gives a
maximum error of ⫾13 meV at 5 eV in the c.m. system.
This error propagates over the entire c.m. energy scale with a
relative error of 0.26%. As said earlier, the calculation of the
space-charge correction depends critically on the welldefined velocity of the electrons and ions at the cooling conditions and on the approximate calculation of the compensation parameter  . In the first case the uncertainty in the
length of the ion beam orbit, which is 3 cm, produces an
uncertainty of ⫾7 meV in the c.m. energy. The  parameter
was found to be rather small, 0.045. The potential raised by
the electron beam is calculated to be approximately 50 V,
which means that the potential from the trapped positive ions
is approximately 2 V or 1 meV in the c.m. system. Thus the
uncertainty in  gives a negligible contribution to the overall
error in the c.m. system. We should point out that the
changes in the ion energy during the cathode voltage scan
could be disregarded. Finally, we arrive at the maximum error in the c.m. energy of 18 meV or a relative error of 0.4%
over the entire energy scale.
In order to determine the resonance strengths from the
spectra, the numbers of detected ions were converted to the
rate coefficients by

␣ expt共  e 兲 ⫽

R t␥ 2
,
N i n e l/C

共14兲

where R t ⫽N ct /(⌬t N cyc) is the background-subtracted count
rate, N ct is the number of counts in the tth time channel, ⌬t
is the time interval per channel, N cyc is the number of data
taking cycles, ␥ ⫽ 关 1⫺( v i /c) 2 兴 ⫺1/2 is the Lorentz factor, N i
is the number of ions stored in the ring, and n e is the electron
density. The main contributions to the background in the
measured rate coefficient come from electron capture from
the residual gas. The background was treated as a constant. It
can be derived by simply averaging the rate over c.m. energy
range 共0.5–1 eV兲 where there are no DR contributions and
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TABLE I. The contributions to the 2s 1/2 , 2p 1/2 , and 2p 3/2 energies 共relative to Be2⫹ ) and to the 2p j -2s 1/2 splittings in the Be⫹ ion. The
numbers in the first three columns are given in atomic units for 9 Be, i.e., 1 a.u.⫽27.211 383 4 M /(M ⫹m e ) eV⫽27.209 727 1 eV. Uncertainties in shown numbers are enclosed in parentheses.
2s 1/2
共a.u.兲
Dirac-Fock
⌬Dirac-Fock-Breit
Mass polarization
Coulomb-Coulomb correlation
Second-order core-valence
ᐉ max⫽4
ᐉ max⫽5
ᐉ max⫽6
ᐉ max⫽7
ᐉ max⫽8
Extrapolated
Second-order core-core
Higher order
Coulomb-Breit correlation
Second-order core-valence
Second-order core-core
Total RMBPTa 共CCSD兲
Ref. 关28兴b CCSD
Ref. 关28兴b ⫹ some effects
beyond CCSD
Experimentc

2p 1/2
共a.u.兲

2p 3/2
共a.u.兲

2p 1/2-2s 1/2
共eV兲

2p 3/2-2s 1/2
共eV兲

⫺0.666183
0.000024
0.000000

⫺0.519447
0.000023
⫺0.000016

⫺0.519406
0.000009
⫺0.000016

3.9927
0.0000
⫺0.0004

3.9938
⫺0.0004
⫺0.0004

⫺0.003905
⫺0.003915
⫺0.003920
⫺0.003923
⫺0.003925
⫺0.003929(2)
0.000996
⫺0.000186

⫺0.004120
⫺0.004144
⫺0.004155
⫺0.004160
⫺0.004164
⫺0.004170(3)
0.000253
⫺0.000422

⫺0.004117
⫺0.004141
⫺0.004152
⫺0.004158
⫺0.004161
⫺0.004168(3)
0.000253
⫺0.000421

⫺0.0066
⫺0.0202
⫺0.0064

⫺0.0065
⫺0.0202
⫺0.0064

⫺0.000008
0.000002

⫺0.000003
0.000001

⫺0.000002
0.000001

0.0001
0.0000

0.0002
0.0000

⫺0.669284(10)
⫺0.669304

⫺0.523780(20)
⫺0.523804

⫺0.523751(20)
⫺0.523774

3.9591共6兲

3.9599共6兲

⫺0.669293(3)
⫺0.6692883(2)

⫺0.523786(6)
⫺0.523801(1)

⫺0.523756(6)
⫺0.523771(1)

3.9592共2兲
3.95866共3兲

3.9600共2兲
3.95948共3兲

The uncertainty is dominated by a rough estimate of uncalculated effects beyond CCSD 共see text兲.
The values for the binding energies reported in Ref. 关28兴 共given in a.u. for infinite nuclear mass兲 are here divided by a factor R Be /R ⬁
⫽0.999 939 132, in order to compare with the present result.
c
Hollow-cathode discharge emission spectroscopy. Reference 关30兴 gives the binding energies of Be⫹ (2s 1/2)⫽146 882.86(5) cm⫺1 ,
Be⫹ (2p 1/2)⫽114 954.10 cm⫺1 , and Be⫹ (2p 3/2)⫽114 947.52 cm⫺1 . The values presented in the table are obtained from division by twice
the Rydberg constant for beryllium (R Be⫽109 730.63 cm⫺1 ).
a

b

the RR rate is negligible. The uncertainty in the measured
rate coefficient was conservatively estimated to be 21%,
mainly due to the uncertainty in the ion current measurement
and in the length of interaction region.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Calculation of energy levels in the Be¿ ion

The contributions to the binding energies of the 2s 1/2 ,
2 p 1/2 , and 2p 3/2 states in Be⫹ , together with the 2p j -2s 1/2
splittings are given in Table I. The first row gives the DiracFock contribution, while the second shows the effects due to
the Breit interaction when it is added to the Dirac-Fock
Hamiltonian. The retardation beyond the Breit interaction is
in the lowest order less than 1⫻10⫺9 a.u. and is thus of no
significance for the number of figures shown in Table I. The
nuclear size effect is also too small to be seen with the precision displayed in Table I. The third row shows the lowestorder mass polarization. It contributes to the 2p j states only
since the ground state, containing only s electrons, is not
affected in first order. To underline the importance of correlation, to high orders, the Coulomb correlation contribution

has been divided into second-order contribution, and the allorder CCSD result. The partial-wave expansion is carried on
until ᐉ max⫽8 and extrapolated from there. In the second order only the core-valence correlation is affected by the infinite sum over partial waves. We estimate the uncertainty in
this part as half the extrapolation contribution. The
Coulomb-Breit correlation, resulting from one order in the
Coulomb and one in the Breit interaction correlation, is in
this light system three orders of magnitude smaller than the
pure Coulomb correlation and is just calculated in second
order 关27兴.
Blundell et al. 关28兴 have earlier performed an all-order
relativistic calculation on the 2ᐉ j energies in Be⫹ . This calculation is also using the CCSD approximation, but is adding
some extra effects, see below. The calculation is in fact very
similar in spirit to our calculation. The agreement is also
close, but not perfect. One difference is that the Ref. 关28兴
starts from a Dirac-Fock basis set, instead of a Dirac-FockBreit basis set, but this is rather unimportant in such a light
system as Be⫹ . In fact the sum of all contributions involving
the Breit interaction agrees to within ⬃1⫻10⫺6 a.u. Another
difference is in the partial-wave expansion which stops at
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TABLE II. A breakdown of the contributions which determines
the positions of some of the low-energy Be(2p j 3ᐉ j ⬘ ) resonances
共eV兲.

(2p j ⫺2s 1/2)⫹
Dirac-Fock-Breit
description of 3ᐉ j ⬘
Coulomb correlation
of 1s 2 with 3ᐉ j ⬘
Full 2p j 3ᐉ j ⬘
correlation
Total

2p 1/23s 1/2
J⫽0

2p 3/23p 3/2
J⫽3

2p 3/23d 5/2
J⫽4

1.3867

1.9765

2.4401

⫺0.0036

⫺0.0033

⫺0.0004

⫺0.0994

⫺0.1290

⫺0.1216

1.2837

1.8442

2.3182

ᐉ max⫽6 in Ref. 关28兴 and at ᐉ max⫽8 here. In both cases the
result is, however, extrapolated to infimum and the uncertainty in this procedure should definitely be within a few
parts in 10⫺6 a.u. The CCSD result from Ref. 关28兴 is still
⬃20⫻10⫺6 lower than the present result and the reason of
this is not clear to us. The difference is, however, rather
similar for all the 2ᐉ j energies and affects the 2p j -2s energy
splittings much less. In Ref. 关28兴 also some effects beyond
the CCSD result were considered 关called E(3)-extra兴. The
result including the E(3)-extra contributions is listed separately in Table I and agrees much better with our calculation,
but that can only be a coincidence. The E(3)-extra contributions can be obtained with results available at the CCSD
level, but belongs formally to the triply excitation scheme.
Salomonson and Ynnerman have shown that there are important cancellations at this level 关29兴 and the size of the
E(3)-extra contributions has been used here as a rough estimate of the uncertainty due to uncalculated effects. The uncertainty then equals 5% of the higher-order correlation contributions.
Very accurate emission spectroscopy measurements exist
for Be⫹ 关30兴. The uncertainties for the energy positions of
the 2p j states and of the 2p j -2s energy splittings given in
Table I are obtained as recommended in Ref. 关31兴. The calculated results agree with the measurements within the error
bars discussed above.
B. Resonances in the Be atom

In order to determine the positions of the resonances in
the recombination rate coefficient the interaction between the
captured electron and the excited target ion has to be calculated, as discussed in Sec. III A. Table II shows the contributions that determine the position for some of the lowenergy resonances. For simplicity, only the states that, due to
symmetry reasons, are dominated by one j j configuration are
shown. The first line gives the resonance position when the
outer, 3ᐉ j ⬘ , electron interacts with the 1s 2 core through a
Dirac-Fock-Breit potential. The second line contains the corrections coming from the correlation between the 3ᐉ j ⬘ electron and the 1s 2 core. The fully correlated description of the
2 p j 3ᐉ j ⬘ interaction 共third line兲 accounts for both Coulomb
and Breit correlation, but the latter is insignificant.

We have calculated in total 250 doubly excited states in
the Be atom which are placed above the first and below the
second ionization limit. Table III gives resonance positions,
widths, A a , A r , and DR strengths of the first 26 resonances
of the (2p 1/2,3/23ᐉ j ) J doubly excited states. But all results for
resonances up to (2p 1/2,3/27ᐉ j ) J are used in Fig. 2. All calculations, being fully relativistic, are naturally performed in
the j j coupling scheme. In order to understand the character
of the resonances they are projected onto an LS-coupled basis. The second column of Table III displays the dominant
LS term with its weight and it is clear that most resonances,
as expected, are well described in the LS-coupling scheme.
However, in a nonrelativistic calculation eight of the resonances would not exist, since the 2p3 p 1,3P and 2p3d 1,3D
symmetries cannot autoionize in pure LS coupling. The spinorbit-induced admixture of other L symmetries, S or D and P
or F, respectively, causes these states to be weakly autoionizing, with up to six orders of magnitude slower rates compared to those that can autoionize nonrelativistically. The
branching ratios, A a /(A a ⫹A r ), see Eq. 共7兲, for these nonrelativistically forbidden resonances range from 0.52 to 0.95,
and consequently reduce the corresponding recombination
strengths by at most 48% 共in the case of the 2p3d 3 D 1 resonance兲. Several of these nonrelativistically forbidden resonances also give substantial contributions to the rate coefficient, see, e.g., the 2p3d 3 D resonances in Table III and Fig.
3. The 2 p3 p 1 P 共forbidden兲 resonance is quite isolated in the
spectrum and can be clearly identified in Figs. 2 and 3.
The calculated resonance positions in the recombination
cross section are displayed in the third column of Table III
and are in good agreement with the available 共see Ref. 关31兴兲
experimental data, given in the fourth column. The agreement is usually far better than 5 meV. The only exception is
the broad 1 P 1 resonance at 1.59 eV where the disagreement
in position is 16 meV. This is, however, a very broad resonance, with an autoionization width of nearly 0.5 eV, and
where thus the experimental energy position 关32兴 should be
taken with less confidence, as has been noticed also in Ref.
关31兴.
C. Overview of the spectra

The experimental recombination rate coefficient of lithiumlike Be⫹ is shown in Fig. 2. Besides the strong rise of the
rate coefficient near zero c.m. energy, the spectrum contains
the ⌬n⫽0 DR resonances due to the occurrence of 2s 1/2
→2p j nᐉ excitations. The lowest-energy resonance is due to
the (2p 2 ) 1 S 0 doubly excited state 关33兴. The shapes of DR
resonances are strongly affected by the electron beam transverse temperature at low relative energies. At high energies
the width of the resonances is related to the longitudinal
temperature by Eq. 共9兲, which we use to obtain the initial
value (kT 储 ) init⫽0.17 meV for the longitudinal temperature
by Gaussian fit of the experimental rate coefficient at
1.28 eV energy. The optimal values of kT⬜ ⫽1 meV and
kT 储 ⫽0.22 meV were found after fitting the experimental rate
coefficient at the same energy range around 1.28 eV, but
using the proper model for the rate coefficient given by Eq.
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TABLE III. Positions, widths, and strength for the lowest Be(2p j n ᐉ j ⬘ ) J resonances in the recombination cross section. The dominating
j j and LS terms along with the extends to which they describe the state are given in the first and second column, respectively. The
autoionization rate is denoted by A a and the radiative rate with A r . The resonance strengths are calculated according to Eq. 共7兲. Numbers
enclosed in brackets are powers of 10.
Configuration 共to %)
j j term

LS term

(2p 2 ) 1 S 0 a
3
P 0 99%
(2p 1/23s 1/2) 0 97%
3
(2p 1/23s 1/2) 1 65%
P 1 88%
3
P 2 99%
(2p 3/23s 1/2) 2 97%
1
(2p 3/23s 1/2) 1 78%
P 1 88%
1
P 1 c 53%
(2p 3/23p 3/2) 1 55%
3
(2p 1/23p 1/2) 1 73%
D 1 d 40%
3
(2p 1/23p 3/2) 2 49%
D 2 d 100%
3
D 3 d 100%
(2p 3/23p 3/2) 3 98%
3 d
(2p 3/23p 1/2) 1 29%
S 1 63%
3
P 0 c 99%
(2p 1/23p 1/2) 0 67%
3
(2p 1/23p 3/2) 1 50%
P 1 c 99%
3
P 2 c 89%
(2p 3/23p 3/2) 2 67%
1
(2p 3/23p 1/2) 2 33%
D 2 89%
1
D 2 c 57%
(2p 3/23d 5/2) 2 46%
3
(2p 1/23d 3/2) 2 75%
F 2 32%
3
F 3 92%
(2p 3/23d 3/2) 3 53%
3
(2p 3/23d 5/2) 4 100%
F 4 100%
3
D 1 c 85%
(2p 1/23d 3/2) 1 50%
3
(2p 3/23d 3/2) 2 53%
D 2 c 61%
3
(2p 3/23d 5/2) 3 71%
D 3 c 76%
1
S 0 100%
(2p 3/23p 3/2) 0 59%
3
(2p 1/23d 5/2) 2 45%
P 2 58%
3
P 1 94%
(2p 3/23d 3/2) 1 50%
3
(2p 3/23d 3/2) 0 93%
P 0 100%
1
F 3 72%
(2p 1/23d 5/2) 3 33%
1
(2p 3/23d 5/2) 1 56%
P 1 75%

Position: E pos-E ion 共eV兲
This calc.

Ref. 关31兴

0.1241
1.2837
1.2840
1.2845
1.5931
1.7323
1.8435
1.8438
1.8442
2.0208
2.0857
2.0858
2.0861
2.1126
2.2526
2.3176
2.3178
2.3182
2.3543
2.3544
2.3545
2.4486
2.4796
2.4799
2.4800
2.5076
2.5375

0.123
1.2847
1.2849
1.2854
1.577b
1.7269

This work: calculation only

2.0189e
2.0857
2.0858
2.0861
2.2567

2.3552
2.3553
2.3554

2.536

Width: ⌫
共eV兲

Aa
(ns⫺1 )

Ar
(ns⫺1 )

Strength: S n
(10⫺22 eV cm2 )

9.251关 ⫺3 兴
1.793关 ⫺4 兴
1.802关 ⫺4 兴
1.799关 ⫺4 兴
4.890关 ⫺1 兴
2.1关 ⫺7 兴
1.202关 ⫺3 兴
1.200关 ⫺3 兴
1.197关 ⫺3 兴
1.119关 ⫺2 兴
1.01关 ⫺6 兴
6.6关 ⫺7 兴
1.64关 ⫺6 兴
1.032关 ⫺1 兴
1.220关 ⫺6 兴
1.528关 ⫺1 兴
1.528关 ⫺1 兴
1.528关 ⫺1 兴
1.13关 ⫺7 兴
1.11关 ⫺6 兴
1.58关 ⫺6 兴
8.979关 ⫺3 兴
1.296关 ⫺2 兴
1.296关 ⫺2 兴
1.295关 ⫺2 兴
8.719关 ⫺2 兴
1.831关 ⫺4 兴

14055.94
272.44
273.76
273.27
742980.45
0.32
1825.87
1823.05
1818.23
17002.71
1.54
1.00
2.49
156817.99
1.85
232120.70
232115.66
232110.28
0.17
1.68
2.40
13642.53
19689.34
19686.58
19677.18
132466.32
278.17

0.220
0.193
0.192
0.194
1.038
0.096
0.166
0.164
0.169
0.285
0.133
0.138
0.138
0.217
0.114
0.248
0.233
0.251
0.154
0.159
0.168
0.339
0.310
0.296
0.312
0.299
0.298

21.92
1.85
5.54
9.32
24.18
1.58
3.34
5.49
7.92
5.24
0.72
2.16
3.87
6.36
2.95
6.61
8.69
12.05
1.28
3.83
5.79
1.71
7.74
4.43
1.55
10.32
4.36

Resonance position, width, and autoionization rate are extracted from nonrelativistic calculations of Ref. 关33兴.
Nonrelativistically forbidden.
c
Resonance with interference effects.
d
The autoionization width of this resonance is very broad, which affects the reliability of the experimentally determined energy position.
e
Originally 共Ref. 关50兴兲 assigned to 2s2p 3 P o -2p3p 3 D e transition, and reassigned in Ref. 关51兴 to 2s2p 3 P o -2p3p 3 S e transition.
a

b

共10兲. On the other hand, the expected value of the longitudinal temperature is 0.1 meV which is given by 关25兴
T 储⫽

2
kT cath

4E cool

⫹

冉

2m e c 2 r c
k

冊冉 冊
4ne
3

1/3

,

共15兲

where T cath is the cathode temperature (1173 K), E cool is the
electron cooling energy, r c is the classical electron radius,
and n e is electron density. The difference between the expected longitudinal temperature and the optimal value obtained by fitting may be due to a slight displacement of the
ion beam from the center of the electron beam.
Since the energy splitting between the 2p 3/2 and 2p 1/2
states is very small for this light element 共⬇8.16⫻10⫺4 eV兲

关34兴, just one Rydberg series of DR resonances corresponding to an excitation of a 2s electron to 2p is visible 共see Fig.
2兲.
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 the theory achieves good agreement with the experimental data with respect to resonance
positions 共for details see Tables III and IV兲. In Table IV we
compare some of the lowest experimental and calculated
resonance positions. An agreement to within 4 meV is obtained for the groups of resonances shown here, but the experimental resolution is insufficient to uncover the fine structure. In order to make this comparison, the energy positions
were obtained by the same fit to the experimental and calculated resonance groups. If one compares the calculated positions of the same resonances in the cross section with the rate
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TABLE IV. A breakdown of the positions of the lowest prominent resonances in the recombination rate coefficient observed in
this experiment and compared with the present calculations. Uncertainties are in parentheses.
Resonances

Expt. 共eV兲

Calc. 共eV兲

(2p 2 ) 1 S 0
(2p 3s) 3 P 0,1,2
(2p 3p) 3 D 1,2,3

0.119共7兲
1.287共9兲
1.842共9兲

0.1208
1.2835
1.8432

the weakly bound Rydberg electron due to field ionization in
the bending 共main dipole兲 magnet. A rough estimate for the
principal quantum number n cutoff above which the Rydberg
electrons are no longer bound is given by 关35兴
FIG. 2. The white area shows the spectrum obtained by combining the four spectra from the measurement with the electron
current I⫽31 mA. The calculated cross section with n cutoff⫽7,
convoluted with kT⬜ ⫽1 meV and kT 储 ⫽0.22 meV 共for details see
text兲, is shown by the thin solid line. The 1 P e1 state at 1.7 eV
关labeled with 共b兲兴 is an example of nonrelativistically forbidden
resonance that is quite isolated and therefore clearly visible.

coefficient 共see Table III兲, one can see a small shift towards
lower energies which is due to the folding procedure 关see Eq.
共10兲兴.
Concerning the size of the rate coefficient, one notices
that the theory is a factor of up to 1.7 higher than the experimental one in the high-energy region ( e ⬎3 eV). Whereas
at energies  e ⭐3 eV, theory and experiment are in good
agreement also in absolute height 共see Fig. 3兲. This mismatch
is thus not due to a systematic error in the normalization for
obtaining absolute rate coefficients.
Very close to the second ionization threshold of Be, the
observed DR rate coefficient is influenced by the removal of

FIG. 3. A detailed view of the low-energy region in the DR
spectrum showing the resonances listed in Table III. The experimental data is shown as dots while the calculation is given by the
white area under the thick solid line. Resonances labeled with 共b兲
are nonrelativistically forbidden, and their exclusion from the cross
section will result in somewhat lower rate coefficients shown as a
dashed line.

冉

n cutoff⫽ 6.2⫻1010

q3
v iB

冊

1/4

,

共16兲

where q is the charge state of the ion and B is the magnetic
flux density in the dipole magnet. For the ion velocity v i
⫽0.049 85(3)⫻c and B⫽1.16 T used in this experiment,
one arrives at an n cutoff⬇7. Therefore, it is expected that
contributions to resonances will be greatly reduced for states
with n⭓8. Since the reionized recombined systems cannot
contribute to the measured rate, ‘‘hard cutoff’’ n cutoff⫽7 is
introduced in the theoretical calculations, see Eq. 共4兲. The
theoretical rate coefficient in Fig. 2 was obtained for this
condition.
D. Effects due to external fields

A preliminary investigation of field ionization features of
Be Rydberg states is summarized in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4共a兲 we
present our calculations of the Stark structure of the Be energy levels. The energies were calculated by direct diagonalization 共with manifolds up to n⫽12 included兲 for increasing
field strengths (200 V/cm increment兲 and the energy level
plot was generated by connecting the eigenvalues, using
third-order spline interpolation between the field points. To
compute the matrix elements of the dipole moment, we used
the nonhydrogenic formulas given by Ryde 关36兴. By examination of the zero field binding energies for the Be atom 关31兴,
one can find a strong perturbation of the Rydberg series,
where the (2s nd) 1 D levels are above all (2s nF,G,H,I)
levels due to influence of a 2p 2 perturber on the s d series
关37– 40兴. This effect causes the (2s nd) 1 D levels to have
appreciable negative quantum defects 关39兴 and to shift quadratically 共along with 2s n 1,3S , 1,3P, and 3 D series兲 at low
field strengths. In this regime (2s nF,G,H,I) the levels of
each manifold suffer linear energy shifts that form a
pseudohydrogenic Stark fan. The field strength in the correction dipole magnet is capable of mixing the high-ᐉ subsets
with the lower-ᐉ 共particularly with 1,3D) members within the
n⭓6 manifolds. Moreover, the field strength in the main
dipole magnet is responsible for overlapping the adjacent
2s n⭓6 Stark manifolds. To calculate the survival probability for each Rydberg state, we used a method introduced in
Ref. 关35兴. The results are summarized in Fig. 4共b兲. In obtain-
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cantly reduce the disagreement 共see Fig. 2兲 between theoretical and experimental rate coefficients for (2p 5ᐉ), (2p 6ᐉ),
and (2p 7ᐉ) resonances. Also, the experimental spectrum
displayed in Fig. 2, shows substantial resonance strengths
beyond the 2p j n cutoff limit. This ‘‘shoulder’’ in the experimental rate coefficient can be explained as follows. The distance between the center of the cooler and the dipole magnet
is about 1.6 m and the ions have a flight time of ⬇107 ns.
Before the recombined ions reach the main dipole magnet,
they pass through toroid and correction magnets where the
maximum values of the magnetic flux density are B
⫽0.03 T and B⫽0.09 T, respectively. The corresponding
motional electric field in the correction magnet is thus capable, according to Eq. 共16兲, of field ionizing the Rydberg
states in Be* (1s 2 2s 1/2n ⬘ ᐉ ⬘j ⬘ ) with n ⬘ ⭓16. Therefore some
of the singly excited states Be* (1s 2 2s 1/2n ⬘ ᐉ ⬘j ⬘ ) with n cutoff
⬍n ⬘ ⭐15 may decay radiatively into the states with principal
quantum number ⭐n cutoff before reaching the dipole magnet.
Evidence of this kind of decay has been observed in Refs.
关4,19,43兴, and is known as ‘‘delayed cutoff.’’ This conclusion
is also supported by Ref. 关44兴, where calculated field-free
radiative lifetimes for selected excited states of Be are given.
According to those results, (2s nd) 1,3D (n⭐8) states have
radiative lifetimes less than 100 ns. Due to intramanifold
field-induced level mixing in the correction dipole magnet,
we can expect considerable reduction in radiative lifetimes of
the majority of high-ᐉ states within each of the 7⭐n⭐15
manifolds. A more elaborate investigation on this subject is
in progress.
FIG. 4. 共a兲 Stark map of M J ⫽0 Rydberg levels for the manifold
2s 7L in Be. The dashed curve is the classical ionization limit.
Vertical arrows on the field strength axis mark the maximum field
strength in the correction dipole and main dipole magnets. An
atomic unit for the motional electric field strength is
⬇5.142 17⫻1011 V/m. 共b兲 Survival probability of Be excited states
after passing through the main dipole magnet. The bars represent
statistically averaged 共over all possible values of M J and J quantum
numbers兲 survival probabilities; variation in the field strength along
the ion beam axis is included as in Ref. 关35兴. The solid line gives a
description of L-averaged survival probabilities for each of the
manifolds considered.

ing statistically averaged survival probabilities we assumed
that states whose absolute values of the quantum defect are
less than 0.01 will follow diabatic paths having fielddependent lifetimes calculated by Damburg and Kolosov
关41,42兴. All other Stark levels of the same M J value will
mutually repel 共e.g., all the avoided crossings are traversed
adiabatically兲 and will be completely ionized if they reach
the classical ionization limit. Within such a simplified model,
the solid line in Fig. 4共b兲 describes L-averaged survival probabilities for each manifold. This confirms the result of Eq.
共16兲 that the states with n⭓8 cannot contribute to the recombination rate. In addition, all (2s 6G,H) and (2s 7F,G,H,I)
states will be also destroyed during the flight through the
main dipole magnet with a dwell time of ⬇30 ns. Taking
into account the results shown in Fig. 4共b兲, we can signifi-

E. Recombination at low energy

There are no DR resonances below 0.1 eV, and the high
rate coefficient close to zero relative energy is due to nonresonant recombination. The measured rate coefficients are
in good agreement with theory for relative energies larger
than 10⫺3 eV. This again indicates that our systematic error
in the absolute height of the measured rate coefficient is
smaller than the estimated 21%. At energies below 10⫺3 eV
the measured recombination rate is clearly enhanced and
reaches an enhancement factor of 3.1, as seen in Fig. 5.
Enhancements in this energy regime have been found previously in many other measurements using a broad range of
bare ions D⫹ , He2⫹ , N7⫹ , Ne10⫹ , and Si14⫹ 关45兴. There the
enhancement factors were ranging from 1.6 to 3 and the
excess in the rate was found to scale with the nuclear charge
as Z 2.8. Li-like ions follow the same trend as has been shown
in several experiments, e.g., in Ne7⫹ 关4兴, C3⫹ 关46兴, and argonlike Ti4⫹ 关47兴.
There is evidence that this enhancement of the rate coefficient is caused by the magnetic fields present in the electron
cooler 关48,49兴, but the reason for the enhancement is still a
subject of ongoing research. We will not discuss this question further here, but note that the excess in the rate found
here is ⌬ ␣ ⫽ ␣ expt⫺ ␣ theor⫽20.5⫻10⫺12 cm3 s⫺1 . By determining an effective nuclear charge Z eff value and using the
scaling behavior of the rate coefficient with the electron
beam temperature, we observe that the size of the excess in
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FIG. 5. Comparison of measured and calculated rate coefficients
for recombination of Be⫹ below 10 meV relative energy. The rate
coefficients in this region are determined by nonresonant recombination 共RR兲.

the rate coefficient found here is in accordance with that
found earlier with bare ions.
F. Search for the interference effects

As discussed in Sec. III B above, Eq. 共4兲 accounts for
interference between DR, Eq. 共2兲, and RR, Eq. 共1兲. The
physical background is that the two pathways to recombination may have the same initial and final state. They are then
indistinguishable and their amplitudes will interfere quantum
mechanically. Such interference leads to asymmetric line
shapes of the resonances in the recombination cross section.
For this effect to be observable, the two processes must have
comparable recombination amplitudes at a given energy. It is
not trivial to find a system where this is the case. First the
RR rate drops rapidly with increasing relative energy, while
DR is usually large only near specific resonance energies.
Second, the RR rate is dominated by recombination to the
ground state, the rate scales as 1/n, while most DR resonances recombine predominantly into excited state, reachable by a one electron transition from the doubly excited
state. Third, the natural width of the doubly excited state has
to be broad enough that its envelope can be followed, i.e., it
should be substantially broader than the energy spread of the
electron beam. An important additional obstacle is that in the
type of experiments reported here, all channels leading to
recombination are summed up. Even when asymmetric line
profiles do exist, they are often masked by other overlapping
resonances.
In Be the lowest-energy resonances have similar principal
quantum numbers. The electrons can then interact strongly,
leading to several broad resonances, where it might be possible to observe the natural shape of the resonance. Further
photostabilization of these resonances is only possible to
rather modestly excited states, of the type 2s3ᐉ j or 2s2ᐉ j ,
to which the amplitude for direct recombination should still
be of nonvanishing size. Early observations 关32,50兴 of beryllium’s ultraviolet photoabsorption spectra, and calculations
of its photoionization cross section 关51兴, indicated that inter-

ference effects should exist for (2p3 p) 3 D e and (2p3p) 3 S e
states. Beryllium is therefore an interesting candidate for a
search for interference effects in recombination.
When examining the calculated cross sections we find a
few asymmetric resonance. As illustrated in Fig. 6共a兲, there
is a clear difference between the full asymmetric cross section and the symmetric part. The full asymmetric cross section is calculated directly from Eq. 共4兲, while the symmetric
part is calculated from the real part of its numerator as discussed in Sec. III B.
Interference effects exist unambiguously for the three
(2 p j 3 p j ⬘ ) 3 D J resonances around 1.84 eV and less obvious
for the (2p j 3 p j ⬘ ) 3 S 1 resonance around 2.02 eV. Unfortunately, the asymmetric resonances sit on the wings of some
quite broad resonances, 1 P o1 and 1 D e2 , which somewhat
masks the effect. Figure 6共b兲, shows the cross section for the
three overlaping fine-structure components of (2p j 3p j ⬘ ) 3 D J
separately, and Fig. 6共c兲 shows the cross section for three
different final states for the (2p j 3 p j ⬘ ) 3 S 1 state. The dominating recombination pathway is in all cases to the
(2s3p j ⬘ ) 3 P J states which is low enough in energy to be
populated, to some extent, by radiative recombination. We
would like to point out that the photostabilization channel to
(2s 2p) 3 P J , which is the lowest-energy state with odd parity in Be, would demonstrate very strong interference features 关see curve 3 on Fig. 6共c兲兴, but the strength of this channel is several orders of magnitude weaker and it is indeed
effectively masked by the channels leading to (2s3p j ⬘ ) 3 P J
states.
In order to compare the theoretical results with experiments, it is necessary to fold the calculated recombination
cross sections with the velocity distribution of the electrons,
see Eq. 共10兲. Here we used velocity distributions corresponding to kT⬜ ⫽1 meV and kT 储 ⫽0.22 meV. The results for
asymmetric and symmetric rate coefficient spectra are presented in Fig. 7共a兲, showing that the interference effects are
smeared out due to the folding procedure. Figure 7共b兲 represents the relative difference, ( ␣ sym⫺ ␣ asym)/ ␣ sym , in the rate
coefficient showing that the significance level of the interference effects is at most 10%. The experimental recombination
spectrum reported here does not exhibit evidence for asymmetric line shapes. Our statistical error, particularly due to
background corrections, is too high. A higher resolution
would help, but also a measurement with lower statistical
error could reveal the effect.
VI. CONCLUSION

We report experimental and theoretical recombination rate
coefficients for Be⫹ ions, in both absolute energy and height
scales. The calculated rate coefficients for the ⌬n⫽0 dielectronic resonances show good agreement with experiment for
low energies, i.e., well below the series limit. It is noted that
the theoretical resonance’s strengths at high energies are up
to a factor of 1.7 higher than the measured strengths, and we
discuss external field effects on the DR rate as the most
probable cause. The nonresonant, direct radiative recombination rate is well described by the theory for energies
⬎10⫺3 eV. At a very low electron-ion relative energy,
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FIG. 7. 共a兲 Recombination rate coefficients in log scale, obtained from folding the calculated asymmetrical 共full line兲 and the
symmetrical 共dashed line兲 cross sections in the energy range where
interference effects are found. The electron velocity distribution is
characterized by kT⬜ ⫽1 meV and kT 储 ⫽0.22 meV 共for details see
text兲. 共b兲 Relative difference, ( ␣ sym-␣ asym)/ ␣ sym , in the rate coefficient showing the significance level of the interference effects.

FIG. 6. The calculated recombination cross section with interference effects. 共a兲 The solid line shows the full asymmetric spectrum obtained with Eq. 共4兲 while the dashed line shows the symmetrical part from the same expression. 共b兲 Shows an enlargement
of the resonant part of DR cross section formed by the three asyme
metric and mutually overlapping resonances (2p3p) 3 D 1,2,3
.共c兲 Enlarged resonant part of the DR cross section coming from asymmetric resonance (2p3p) 3 S e1 showing its two dominant stabilization
channels separately 关1. (2s3p) 3 P o1 and 2. (2s3p) 3 P o2 兴; insert:
channel 3. (2s2p) 3 P o2 leads to a quite weak and masked resonance
with impressive Beutler-Fano shape. In panels 共b兲 and 共c兲 the nonresonant background is left out in order to make interference more
obvious, i.e., the negative values should be interpreted as ‘‘below
the background.’’

⭐10⫺3 eV, the experimental rate increasingly exceeds the
RR calculations by up to a factor of 3.1. This rate enhancement is similar in magnitude to the previously observed enhancement, but is surprisingly large considering that we are
dealing with a singly charged ion. The possibility for interference between RR and DR channels has been considered in
the calculations. Although this effect could not be observed
in the presented experiment, due to the achieved statistical
error and resolution, it does not rule out an observation in the
future.
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This report discuss the efficiency of the newly developed
sequential and parallel implementations for obtaining the recombination
rate coefficient spectra out of the theoretical cross section, in order to be
compared with experiment. It is thus compilation of my experience
earned during the development and the execution of the RateCoeff
program on various computer platforms.

R E P O R T:
The Rate Coeﬃcient: Serial vs Parallel
(PDC/NGSSC Summer School, 2002)
Dragan Nikolić
Alba Nova, Fysikum, Stockholm University, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
(Dated: October 6, 2002)
This study examines the problem of rate coeﬃcient calculations when the cross section spectra
contains lage number of points. I wrote the sequential version of RateCoeﬀ.exe in Fortran 90
programming language, with the best averaged single CPU timing of 9.4 µs per cross section point
and per rate coeﬀ. spectra point. The parallel version is based on SPMD approach, using MPI to
broadcast(gather) data from(to) root. Obtained results are disscussed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rate coeﬃcient for dielectronic recombination has the form Ref.[1]:

→
→
α(∆) =
v {vσ(...)} f (−
v)
d3 −
→
−
v - space

,

(1)

→
with f (−
v ) being ”ﬂattened”electron velocity distribution:
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Here σ(...) stands for tabulated cross section for dielectronic recombination, in atomic units; v(⊥,)∗ = c
m e c2
→
are averaged transversal and longitudinal velocities; v = v cos(θ) is longitudinal component of velocity −
v , and
v⊥ = v sin(θ) is its transversal component. Volume element in velocity space is:
→
d3 −
v =



2πv 2 sin(θ)dvdθ
in spherical coordinates
2πv⊥ dv⊥ dv
in cyllindrical coordinates

If one choose to work in cyllindrical coordinates, then integral over v must have the limits from −v up to +v. Here,
I choose to work in spherical coordinates, since one can easily factorize the 2D-integral into energetic and angular
2
2
part. Energetic scale applies: E = me2v , δ = me2∆ (in atomic units me = 1) and distribution function (2) becomes:
 √
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With substitution: x = cos θ, rate coeﬃcient has rather simple form:
∞
α(δ) = KS KT
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Integral over x is approximated with appropriate N -point Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula (see, Ref.[2]):
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where xk and ωk are abscissas and weights of given N point quadrature. It is easy to show that each partial
(±)
(±)
contribution Λk (E, T⊥ , T ) has its maximum Ek at given energy detuning δ, given by:

(±)
Ek

where D =
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δ/kB T⊥ and τ = T⊥ /T . The interval of energies where Ek

2
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can take values is:

τ  2
( D + 4/τ ± D)
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Using these facts, rate coeﬃcient for given energy detuning δ can be approximated with:
(±)

kB T⊥ ≤ Ek

α(δ) ≈ KS KT

N


≤

(7)

∞
dE {σ(...)} · Λk (δ; E, T⊥ , T )

ωk

k≥0

(8)

0

Since the cross section is discretized on equally spaced mash, with suﬃciently small step hE to covers any interesting
∞

dE can be approximated in simple manner as:

oscillations that it may contains, integral over energies
0

∞
dE {σ(...)} · Λk (δ; E, T⊥ , T ) ≈ hE

Ωk (δ; T⊥ , T ) =

M


σ(i) · Λk (δ; E(i), T⊥ , T )

(9)

i=1

0

Here, M is the index of the largest energy value Emax at which σ(i) is tabulated (indata%ncsp in program), e.g.
total number of points in {σ(...)}, and in some cases can be large as 2.6 × 106 , see Ref.[1]. If Emin is the smallest
energy of interest, then:
E(i) = Emin + hE · (i − 1)

with

hE = (Emax − Emin )/(M − 1)

(±)
Ek ± µ · ∆E1/2

Outside the ”energy slit” of
the value of each Ωk (δ; T⊥ , T ) is suﬃciently small to cut any signiﬃcant
contribution that σ(i) can introduce, if µ ≥ 2.5. Default value for µ is 2.5, if not changed by user. Here ∆E1/2 denotes
approximate FHWHM (Full Half Width at Half Maximum) of Ωk (δ; T⊥ , T ), and is given by:
∆E1/2 ≈


(kB T⊥ ln(2))2 + 16 ln(2)kB T δ

(10)

It follows that for given δ, and current Gauss-Kronrod abscissa xk , there is no sence to sum over all tabulated values
(k,±) (k,±)
σ(i) in Eq.(9), but it is suﬃcient to limit the sumation only over the index interval [imin , imax ], where:
(±)

− Emin ∓ µ · ∆E1/2
hE
max
Finally, the approximate expression for the rate coeﬃcient is:
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dominant part for δ > 5kB T⊥
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II.

ORDINARY SERIAL VERSION OF RATECOEFF.EXE

The source code for RateCoeﬀ.exe, has been written in Fortran 90 programming language for purpose of this report,
and is based on presented material in previous section. Three compilers were used to produce executable RateCoeﬀ.exe
ﬁle:
• DIGITAL Fortran 90 V5.1-594 (OS Unix)
• Absoft Pro FORTRAN Version 7.5 (OS Linux)
• Lahey/Fujitsu Fortran 95 Compiler Release L6.00c (OS Linux)
In the case of Absoft compiler, I had problems with Cache Control option -YDEALLOC=MINE which should
release all deallocated memory speciﬁed by user. The problem was as follows: the f90 runtime manager caches all
deallocated blocks so that subsequent reallocations of the same size block will occur faster.
Cure: to have memory returned to the system immediately, user have to make call into runtime library after the
DEALLOCATE statement. Here is the sample of compiler’s directive that demonstrates the call:
!DIR$  NAME  (release cache=” f90a free all”)
Call  release cache()
First line is compiler’s directive, where  stands for one blank space, and this line has to be placed in user’s
source code before any executable statement. Second line can be called anywhere in the same source code unit where
given directive !DIR$ appears. I also didn’t noticed any signiﬁcant slow down in performance, but greatly improved
memory issue that turned out very important in the case of 2.6 million points found in Beryllium recombination
cross section. The best averaged sequential execution time, normalized per one cross section point and one rate coeﬀ
point is found to be 9.4 µs, e.g. 6 hours 47 minutes and 20 seconds for the largest tested performance in the case of
Beryllium [1], where rate coeﬀ spectra had 1000 points.
III.
A.

PARALLEL VERSION OF RATECOEFF.EXE

First steps with two and three processors within Atomfysik group

How much faster I can run my program if it is parallelized? Within my research group MPI library was installed
quite recently and mostly initiated by completing this report. I’ve got the oportunity to try to test RateCoeﬀ.exe
program in parallel on 3 processors and to practice MPI programming, before ”real” testing takes place at PDC.
Good place to start is Amdahl’s law:
1 − p + p/nproc

(13)

where p is the fraction (0 < p < 1) of sequential code that can be parallelized, and nproc is the number of identical
processors used to execute the program. Eq.(13) gives the parallel execution time as a fraction of sequential running
time, and in order to use it, I had to estimate p. Appendix 1 lists the parallelized program RC main, with main
Do loop, that extends between lines 49 and 54. In terms of running time, this Do loop consumes 98%, so p = 0.98.
If I use nproc=2, Eq.(13) predicts absolute speed-ups of 1.96 and 2.88 in the case of nproc=3. This optimistic
prediction encouraged me to thoroughly read material presented in very usefull Ref.[3]. In block distribution of main
Do loop, the iterations over index j are divided into nproc parts, where nproc stands for number of processors
throughout this report. Each block of iterations can be performed independently, and the promissed speed-up has to
be found here. After spliting the Do loop in three equal parts, ﬁrst obtained timings were shocking: with nproc=2
parallel version was 40%, and with nproc=3, about 20% slower compared with sequential execution. In order to ﬁnd
out where this slow-down comes from, I performed detailed investigations of two subroutines: Get Limits( ) and
Rate(). Fig.1 illustrates summary of my ﬁndings.
Relative Spectral Load describes ”amount of work” that has to be done within Rate() subroutine, for each energy
detuning δ. It is Relative, since it is normalized on the number of points in the cross section spectra and number of
points used in Gauss-Kronrod quadrature. It is Spectral because it changes with position in energy detuning δ-scale.
Underlying physics of disscused problem, impose that amount of work to be done depends on where you are
on the energy detuning δ -scale. Subroutine Get Limits( ) creates for each δ an iLimits matrix with format
Report
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(A)

(B)

FIG. 1: (A) Amount of work (area below the red circle curve) depends on current value of energy displacement δ, here given as
normalized number of points x, with x = 1 as total number of points in the rate coeﬃcient spectra (nrcp=1000). (B) Tuning
of absolute speed-up by variation of allometric parameter b. Averaged time per cross section point and per rate coeﬀ point (τ )
(nproc = 2, 3). In the
has been measured for sequential (τseq ) and parallel executions (τpar ) with two and three processors


(r)
max
max
parallel case, the maximum value (τpar ) is taken as representative one, e.g. (τpar ) = M ax τpar
.
r=0,1,...nproc−1

(indata%ngp+1)×(4), where indata%ngp is the user’s number of Gaussian points in Gauss-Kronrod quadrature
(−)
(−)
rule. First and second columns of iLimits contain negative branch imin and imax , while third and fourth columns
(+)
(+)
hold positive branch imin and imax , respectively (see, Eq.(11)). The iLimits matrix is used in Subroutine Rate() to
calculate rate coeﬃcient for each δ, and here Spectral Load disbalance appears.
Fig.1A) demonstrates, that amount
√
of ”work” grows as we approach to the end of δ-scale, approximately as δ, as expected from Eqs.(10 - 11). The
velocity distribution (see Eq(3)) gets more broader as we approch to the end of δ-scale, so adopted model (blue curve
on Fig.1A)) predicts larger amount of work than it is in reality. This is due to the fact that cross section σ(...) is
tabulated only up to δ = Emax , and there is no need to take into account part of velocity distribution that extends
beyond that value. This fact is on Fig.1A) denoted as boundary load reduction. From the iLimits matrix point of
(±)
view, this means that all the values for imax are forced to be equal to indata%ncsp.
In following I will assume that nproc=3, where root processor has rank (r = 0), and remaining two precessors
with ranks (r = 1, 2) . In Appendix 2, reader can ﬁnd listing of TakeExtraShare() subroutine, used to provide
approximately the same amount of work to all involved processors. If one splits Do loop on equal parts, ammount of
work that each processor has to do is enveloped with dashed vertical gray lines on Fig.1A). This situation is obtained
if user gives the value for b = 0, which force root (r = 0) and (r = 1) processor to take each 33.4% of total number
of iterations. The amount of work assigned to such Do loop spliting is unbalanced, since (r = 0) processor performs
almost twice less work (0.122 in area units) than the other two processors. This was my main motivation to construct
Spectral Load curve on Fig.1A), and to ﬁnd out how to divide Do loop in the way that processors get equal amount of
work, hidden in Subroutine Rate(). The dashed vertical green lines on Fig.1A) describes example of more balanced
division of Do loop, with b = 0.473. The areas below the Spectral Load (red circles) curve are indicated in green
boxes. It is clear, that if b = 0.473 value is passed to Subroutine TakeExtraShare(), that division of Do loop
provides more or less balanced load for all three processors, where boundary load reduction can give 12% less work to
the last processor (r = 2). The ﬁne tunings can be achieved changing b value, as disscused below.
Amdahl’s law (see Eq.(13)) assumes identical processors. User provides the value for allometric parameter b,
(indata%b, in program), which should be close to 0.5, if processors used in calculation are comparable in speed.
Parameter b can take values larger than value indicated on Fig.1A), specially if root processor is faster than the
other processors (as is in this case). Increased value of b results in more work for faster root processor, and such
adjustments are tightly connected with experimentation, see Fig.1B). As mentioned above, Amdahl’s law predicts
max
that the blue curve on Fig.1B) should approach the value τseq /τpar
→ 2.88 for b ≈ 3.16, while the red curve should
max
approach the value τseq /τpar → 1.96 for b ≈ 3.0. Let’s emphasize once again, two reasons why they don’t:
• boundary load reduction causes the deviation of Spectral Load curve from allometric model (see Fig.1A)),
Dragan Nikolić
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thus processor with rank (r = nproc −1) gets about 12% less work than assumed by Eq.(14); bcorr = 0.95
parameter is introduced to compensate this eﬀect.
• The root processor (r = 0) is about 2.5 times faster than the other two - the fact that Eq.(14) also doesn’t take
into account.
It is obvious from Fig.1B) that execution with two processors has higher relative eﬃciency (84%) than the three
processors case (66%), and consequently, total ellapsed time for the blue curve is only 19% shorter compared with red
max
→ 1 as b gets larger and larger, since only the root processor
curve. Both curves do approach the value: τseq /τpar
actualy performs calculation, while the other two(one) are(is) idle.
Further improvements toward balansing the workload of parallel processes probably can be found within BlockCyclic Distribution of iterations in Do loop. I haven’t explored such possibility in this report, but it is not ruled out
in the future attempts ...
B.

First steps on strindberg.pdc.kth.se

At present, I managed to perform only measurements with nproc=2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 and 15 processors, and obtained
results don’t look promissing, as Fig.2 shows. For example, Amdahl’s law predicts speed-up value of 3.77 for nproc=4,
but the best achieved value was 3.1, which gives relative eﬃciency of 82%. Seven points on the Fig.2B) are obtained
for ”optimized” values of parameter b, that correspond to maxima of Relative Speed-up curves, illustrated on Fig.2A).

(B)

(A)

FIG. 2: (A) Tuning curves for relative speed-up with respect to allometric parameter b, obtained with various number of nodes
on strindberg.pdc.kth.se. (B) Decreasing of relative and absolute eﬃciency with number of used nodes

To estimate total execution time per cross section point, ﬁrst step is to determine (from Fig.2B)) the absolute
eﬃciency for certain number of nodes, and to divide obtained value with Amdahl’s fraction (0.02 + 0.98/nproc). For
example, if use of Spwhen Java applet gives that 10 nodes are available, than for nproc=10, Fig.2B) gives η ≈ 0.267
with absolute Speed-up of: S10 = 0.267/(0.118) ≈ 2.26. Since best sequential execution time is 9.4µs, one arrives
at estimated time of 4.16µs per cross section point and per rate coeﬀ point. This value has to be multiplied with
number of points that cross section spectra contains, and with number of points we want to reperesnt rate coeﬃcient
spectra.
IV.

SUMMARY

New sequential code is developed with relatively good execution time and memory consumption. It is useful for
cases when cross section contains no more than 105 points, and one wants to obtain rate coeﬃcient spectra with
less than 2000 points. Users can also beneﬁt with small replicas of cross section, and frequent changes of electron
temperatures, in order to ﬁnd best temperature pair comparing theoretical rate coeﬃcient spectra with experiment.
Report
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It also introduces new possibility of least-square ﬁtting of temperatures, where search directions can be parallelized
using Quasi-Newton algorithms, and this feature remains to be explored in the future.
Parallel version is very simple MPI based extension of sequential code, where one processor reads, distributes,
collects and writes data. This version tries to optimize the load distribution among involved processors, and ﬁnal
outcome strongly depends on how well one can estimate allometric parameter b. This version is very useful when
dimension of problem starts to grow over 105 points in the cross section spectra. Once again, user should ﬁrst
experiment with smaller replicas of such large cross section ﬁles, in order to obtain good starting temperatures and
optimal b value, and once it is done, full scale calculation can be performed.
V.
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VI.

A.

APPENDICES

Appendix 1: RC main

1. Program RC main
2. Use precision module, globals module, GauKron module, inpout module, io module, Get Limits module,
Rate module, Utility module
3. Use stopwatch

!Module taken from Bill Mitchell, Ref.[4]

4. IMPLICIT NONE
5. INCLUDE ’mpif.h’
6. ! MPI variables
7. INTEGER :: irank, nproc, myid, mpi err, nhostchars, vrsta, kolona
8. CHARACTER(MPI MAX PROCESSOR NAME) :: hostname
9. INTEGER, Dimension(:), Allocatable :: idisp, jjlen
10. ! RateCoeﬀ variables
11. INTEGER :: IER, id, j, rate unit, my jbeg, my jend
12. REAL (fdp) :: myEmin, delta,
13. REAL (fdp), Allocatable :: SpectralLoad(:)
14. REAL (fdp), Dimension(:,:), Allocatable :: ResultToStore, TempResult, StoredResult
15. TYPE (watchtype) :: w

Dragan Nikolić
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16. Call MPI INIT(mpi err)

!Let the system do what it needs to start up MPI

17. Call MPI COMM RANK(MPI COMM WORLD, myid, mpi err)
18. Call MPI COMM SIZE(MPI COMM WORLD, nproc, mpi err)
19. Call MPI GET PROCESSOR NAME(hostname, nhostchars, mpi err)
20. Call option stopwatch(default clock = (/”cpu ”,”wall”/))
21. Call create watch(w)
22. Call start watch(w)

!Only CPU and WALL clocks are used

!Watches must be created before they are used
!Start only the two watch types stated above

23. Call loadinput(indata, myid, nproc, hostname, nhostchars)
them as indata public type.
24. If (myid==0) Then

!Root loads data from ’input.dat’ ﬁle and BCAST

!Only Root writes the ﬁnal result for rate coeﬃcient spectra

25.

rate unit = new unit ()

26.

!Open the the ﬁle in which rate data will be exported

27.

OPEN(rate unit, FILE=TRIM(rcf), STATUS = ”REPLACE”, ACTION = ”WRITE”)

28.

WRITE(rate unit, FMT=”(a,4X,a)”) ”% energy(eV)” , ”

29.

WRITE(rate unit, FMT=”(a,10X,a,6X,a,9X,a)”) ”% ” , ” Kronrod ”, ” Gauss ”, ” Norm ”

30.

WRITE(rate unit, FMT=”(a)”) ”%

Rate(E-12cmˆ3sˆ-1)

”

”

31. End If
32. Call Kronrod(indata, myid, EPS, max iter, IER)
!Root calculates abscissas and weights for Gauss-Kronrod
quadrature, and BCAST them in form of aw matrix with (indata%ngp +1) × (3) format
33. If (myid==0) Then
34.

! Root writes calculated abscissas and weights into ﬁle ’awf’

Call writeoutput(aw, awf, ”Number of Kronrod’s points =”)

35. End If
36. vrsta = 4

!’vrsta’: number of rows;

37. kolona = indata%nrcp

!’kolona’: number of columns

38. If (.NOT.Allocated(ResultToStore)) Allocate(ResultToStore(vrsta, kolona))
39. If (.NOT.Allocated(TempResult)) Allocate( TempResult(vrsta, kolona) )
40. If (.NOT.Allocated(idisp)) Allocate(idisp(0:nproc-1))
41. If (.NOT.Allocated(jjlen)) Allocate(jjlen(0:nproc-1))
42. Do irank = 0, nproc - 1
43.

Call TakeExtraShare(indata, 1, kolona, nproc, irank, my jbeg, my jend)

44.

jjlen(irank) = vrsta * (my jend - my jbeg + 1)

45.

idisp(irank) = vrsta * (my jbeg - 1)

46. End Do
47. !Split the δ domain in non-equal personal parts, note that b = 0.0 gives equal sharing of Do loop below
48. Call TakeExtraShare(indata, 1, kolona, nproc, myid, my jbeg, my jend)
49. Do j = my jbeg, my jend
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50.

delta = indata%Emin + (j - 1) * indata%he * indata%nrcp width

51.

ResultToStore(1, j) = delta * eV

52.

Call Get Limits(delta, indata, myid, nproc)

53.

Call Rate(delta, ResultToStore(2, j), ResultToStore(3, j), ResultToStore(4, j))

54. End Do
55. Call MPI GATHERV(ResultToStore(1, my jbeg), jjlen(myid), MPI DOUBLE PRECISION, &
56.

TempResult, jjlen, idisp, MPI DOUBLE PRECISION, &

57.

0, MPI COMM WORLD, mpi err)

58. Deallocate(idisp, jjlen)
59. If (myid == 0) Then

!Root transposes the TempResult matrix, and export it in the ’ rcf ’ ﬁle

60.

If (.NOT.Allocated(StoredResult)) Allocate(StoredResult(kolona,vrsta))

61.

StoredResult = Transpose(TempResult)

62.

Deallocate(TempResult)

63.

Do j=1, SIZE(StoredResult, 1)
WRITE(rate unit, FMT=”(E14.8,3X,E14.8,3X,E14.8,3X,E14.8)”)

64.
65.

End Do

66.

CLOSE(rate unit)

StoredResult(j,:)

67. End If
68. Deallocate(cs, aw)
69. Print *, ”Rank(”,myid,”) time report:”
70. Call stop watch(w)

!Stops the watch

71. Call print watch(w)
72. Call destroy watch(w)

!Prints the measured time on standard output
!Destroy the watches to free up memory

73. Call MPI BARRIER(MPI COMM WORLD, mpi err)
74. Call MPI FINALIZE(mpi err)
75. End Program RC main
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B.

Appendix 2: Utility module→TakeExtraShare(...)

1. SUBROUTINE TakeExtraShare(indata, n1, n2, nprocs, irank, ibeg, iend)
2. IMPLICIT NONE
3. INCLUDE ”mpif.h”
4. !Declaration of arguments
5. TYPE(INDATA TYPE), INTENT(IN) :: indata
6. INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: n1 !The lowest value of the iteration variable
7. INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: n2 !The highest value of the iteration variable
8. INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nprocs !The number of processors involved
9. INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: irank !The rank for which you want to know the range of iterations
10. INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: ibeg !The lowest value of the iteration variable that processor ”irank” executes
11. INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: iend !The highest value of the iteration variable that processor ”irank” executes
12. REAL(fdp) :: n1b, n2b, rec, bcorr
13. INTEGER :: iend work
14. bcorr = 0.95
15. rec = (1.0 fdp + indata%b)
16. n1b = n1**rec
17. n2b = n2**rec
18. rec = 1.0 fdp/rec
19. iend work = ( n1b + irank *bcorr* (n2b - n1b) / nprocs )**rec
20. iend = ( n1b + (1 + irank) *bcorr* (n2b - n1b) / nprocs )**rec
21. ibeg = 1 + iend work
22. If (irank==0) ibeg = n1
23. If (irank==nprocs-1) iend = n2
24. End SUBROUTINE TakeExtraShare
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In following, I give short derivation of expressions that Subroutine TakeExtraShare() contains, supported with
Fig.3.

FIG. 3: Sheme for 3 processors spliting of Do loop that appears in the RC main program, found in Appendix 1. Here
s(r) and e(r) denotes starting and ending values of energy detunings δ (in terms of normalized number of points x) for given
processor’s rank (r).

Total area below model (blue) curve on Fig.1A) should be equaly distributed among three processors, that is each
processor should get amount of work WT OT nproc (in area units):
WT OT

nproc

=

e(nproc − 1) = xmax =

b+1
a xb+1
max − xmin
· bcorr
b+1
nproc

n2
n2−n1+1

s(0) = xmin =

(14)

n1
n2−n1+1

where bcorr takes boundary load reduction into account. Each rank is given an amount of work W (r):
e(r)


W (r) =
e(r−1)

Forcing W (r) = WT OT

nproc

axb dx =

a
eb+1 − eb+1
(r−1)
b + 1 (r)

r = 0, 1, ..., nproc − 1

for each processor, one can easily obtain:
b+1
eb+1
(r) = xmin +


(1 + r)  b+1
xmax − xb+1
min
nproc

1
 b+1


(1 + r)  b+1
b+1
b+1
· bcorr
· n2 − n1
my jend(r) = e(r) · (n2 − n1 + 1) = n1 +
nproc

my jbeg(r) = my jend(r − 1) + 1

my jend(nproc − 1) = n2
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my jbeg(0) = n1

(15)
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